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Abstract: Some scholars of Indology in the 2010s came across one since long hidden manuscript,
with a title page in Devanāgarī script dated to 1703, in the Historical Archive of Congregatio de Pro-
paganda Fide in Rome. The manuscript, despite being entitled as Thesaurus Linguæ Indianæ, does
not contain a dictionary, but its main part is a complete grammar of the Hindustani language, dated
1704 and written by a Capuchin friar and missionary to India, François Marie de Tours. The finding
later led to a rediscovery in Paris of two manuscripts, dated 1703, of the Thesaurus missing in the
Rome manuscript by the same author. One of them is supposedly the original and the other one a
later copy, produced in 1784. These three manuscripts in Rome and Paris have a common but by
scholars in the field forgotten history. Their relation and history will in this article be revealed in de-
tail and contextualized, firstly in a section in which the manuscripts are closely described, secondly in
a section about the author as much as is known. A third section will follow the history of the The-
saurus manuscripts in Paris up to the present day.
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1 Introducing the Manuscripts

1.1 The Rome manuscript from 1703 by François Marie de Tours

In the Historical Archive of the Congregatio de Propaganda Fide (CPF) in Rome there exists a major
manuscript (Rome MS) dated 1703, misleadingly entitled as a Thesaurus. The mentioned author is
François Marie de Tours, and the manuscript contains as a matter of fact two parts. It begins with an
introduction to a Thesaurus (henceforth mentioned as Rome MS:1) which is followed by a complete
Hindustani grammar (Rome MS:2). It will here be demonstrated that François Marie’s Thesaurus itself
exists as a manuscript (BN840) at the Bibliothèque nationale de France (BnF), together with a copy
(BN839).1

The record of the Rome manuscript is found in the Inventory by Kowalsky & Metzler of the com-
prehensive Archive of the Congregatio de Propaganda Fide (Kowalsky & Metzler 1988:71).  One series
of archival documents with the title  Miscellanea, consisting of 121 volumes, contains “a variety of
sources […] not in any particular order” (Kowalsky & Metzler 1988:76).

1 In this article, the designation of the language in the grammar, as well as in the dictionary, (occurring in Latin as
Indiana, Mogolana, Hindustani) will mostly be confined to be mentioned ‘Hindustani’, following the title of the
works discussed, thus avoiding the complicated terminological questions bound to the early history of Hindi/Hin-
dustani/Urdu in the Mughal empire.
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Vol XII of Miscellanea, section Miscellanee Generali, archivally stamped in sequence, starts with a sec -
tion “Miscellanee Pastrizio”, and ends with a mixture of documents entitled “Doctrina Caldaica”.2 In be-
tween these items there is the separate MS (on pp. 302–400) named in the archival list as Thesaurus lin-
guæ Indianæ sev Mogolanæ. Authore fr. Francisco Maria Turonensi Capucino Missionario Apostolico . This
MS turns out not to consist of any dictionary proper, despite the initial title, see Figure 1.3 After certain
introductory passages its main bulk instead appears as a grammar (from 322r), more precisely pre-
sented by another title (p. 323r): Grammatica Linguæ Indianæ Vulgaris sive Mogolanæ authore francisco
Maria Turonensi Capucino missrio Aptico IHS MARIA Anno Dni 1704. The following flyleaf mentions the
language only as “Indian”, just presenting it as Thesaurus Linguæ Indianæ.4

Comments on the exterior of the Rome manuscript

The whole MS is written using predrawn margins, but there are obvious differences regarding the lay-
out of the pages between an initial shorter part on pp. 303r–321v and the main part on pp. 322r–398v.
The first part, henceforth referred to as Rome MS:1, is written on a thicker paper than the second part,
Rome MS:2. The leaves of the first part were, as it seems, larger with a size of 30.2x22 cm, but the three
outer margins have been reduced by cutting in size (from 2.2 cm to 1.5), obviously to fit in to the rest of
the archival volume in the CPF.5 Moreover, the drawn lines of the margins have a divergent appearance,
being thinner in Rome MS:1 than in Rome MS:2.
To compare, the pages of the thinner paper in Rome MS:2 are original and smaller (27.2x20.5). On
these, the lines for the margins are sharply drawn, sometimes even cutting through the paper. The four
margins of each page are equally broad (2.2 cm).
The writing is clear, not quite similar but highly legible in both parts.
The pages of the Rome MS are numbered in two different sequences all the way through. By one series
of archival, stamped numbers on recto, the alleged grammar by François Marie being inserted in the
whole volume Miscellanea XII as pp. 303–399. An older pagination written by hand occurs mostly on
each page, both on recto and verso, separately for this MS in the volume.6

As regards the first coherent Rome MS:1 the handwritten pagination starts, after some empty pages
(though archivally numbered) from the Devanāgarī title page on 303r as [1] (not written), corresponding
to p. 303r, and then it is written consistently on pages containing text as number 5 up to 36 (= 306r up to
321v). The introductory text’s final page (321v/36) contains at the bottom the catch word THESAV.
The handwritten pagination of Rome MS:2, stamped as 323r–398v, only starts anew as 1 in stamped
number 326r, where the introductory texts by the author begin. The plain two title pages, 322r and 323r
thus seem to be preliminary. The last page containing handwritten numbers in this Rome MS:2 is num-
bered 119 on stamped page 386r. On the remaining pages with text, 387v up to 398v, the handwitten
numbering (expected to be 120–145) is not filled in.

2 The sequence of letters by Pastrizio, which forms the initial part of Vol. XII, is numbered as II, as a sequel to the
preceding vol. of Miscellanea. Giovanni Pastrizio (1636–1708) was an Illyrian Jesuit and scholar with bounds to
the CPF. The definition of what follows as “Doctrina Caldaica” is not comprehensible. Most of what follows the
Hindustani  Grammatica in  the volume are rough drafts concerning the  alphabets  of  various languages.  The
manuscripts in the volume are obviously rather accidentally combined.

3 Even though the MS turns out to be in most literature mentioned in this Latin form, the original title page of the
book is written in Devanāgarī characters, with the author’s name added in Latin.

4 In the author’s introduction, recurring both for the grammar and the dictionary, the language is defined as the
contemporary lingua universalis in India. Even though the author is a native Frenchman, he does not use the term
Maure, a common designation, spread from Romance languages, most often used to define the Indians and their
language in premodern times. The terminology for the Hindi language in the period and in connection with
François Marie has been discussed by Aranha 2015 and Wessler 2020.

5 Cf. the discussion on the Thesaurus proper below. The pages of the Thesaurus manuscript BN840 in Paris are ac -
cording to the catalogue (Cabaton 1912:127) measured as 305x215 mm.

6 Pages in the Rome MS discussed will henceforth be referred to using both kinds of numbering, the archival/the
original. Thus, for example, the Grammatica proper starts on p. 332v/14.
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Figure 1: The main title page of the Thesaurus. Rome MS 1 (page 303)

Transcription Interpretation
srī khodāh(a) kā nām suṁ In the Holy God’s name
hīṁdustāṁnī bolī kā śabdanamāpeltā he a number of words of the Hindustani language is collected
or and
bātāṁ kā baṭā khajānā dau kitābāṁ suṁmāyā the great Treasure of words is compiled in two books,
kāraṇ(a) or lekhaṇ(a) thā romeś(a) tarīkh mhe the meaning and the characters set up according to Latin order
pādrī phrā phraṁśīśko mārīā turāṁnī: by the (Fr). Father François Marie from Tours
īsāī [saṁvat] kā: 1703: barsa mhe in the year 1703 Christian era
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The Rome MS to be divided in two parts, Rome MS:1 and Rome MS:2

Based on the above given account of the exterior form of the Rome MS, it is proposed here that two
separate parts can with certainty be identified. These two parts will henceforth  be referred to as
Rome MS:1, (303r–321v), and Rome MS:2 (322r–398v). Rome MS:1 is on the Devanāgarī title page
(p. 303r) announced as  khajānā (=  thesaurus), though only containing an introductory part and no
Thesaurus proper, and Rome MS:2 is entitled “Grammatica” (322r and 323r).

A cursory glance at the introductory part of the Rome MS reveals that, functionally, the first part
(= Rome MS:1), corresponding to the stamped pages 303r–321v of the MS, undoubtedly is intended
for a Thesaurus. After the main title page in Devanāgarī (303r) the introduction contains four sec-
tions. It starts with an individual preface (In Thesaurum Linguæ Indianæ seu Mogolanæ Præfatio, 3,5
pages, 306r/5–307v/8) after which a general introduction follows (In Grammaticam Indianam Præfa-
tio, 308r/9–308v/10) in the form of a general survey of Indian languages (beginning with  Tres sunt
apud Indiarum incolas …).7 Next follows as a third part a “grammatical” chapter, which turns out to be
a reduced grammar proper (Indianæ Grammatices.  Pars Prima de Caracteribus,  20 pages, 309r/11–
318v/30) ending with a table of the alphabet. This grammar is confined to phonology ( Indianæ Gram-
matices Pars Prima), primarily introducing a scheme of Devanāgarī characters and their pronuncia-
tions.8 After an empty leaf (319r+v) there is a special  Prœmium on the last three pages (320r–321r)
added as a fourth part,  expressly intended solely for a Thesaurus, Qædam prænotanda pro Thesauri
Indianæ majori Illuminatione (3 pages, 320r/33–321r/35). It contains a list of the alphabet used, a Tab-
ula Litterarum, together with certain detailed explanations before and after the list. The catchword
THESAV (at the bottom of the last page, 321v/35) finalizes the introductory parts of the Rome MS:1,
indicating where the Thesaurus itself should start, see Figure 2.9

The following pages (322r up to the end of the whole MS on 400v) of the Rome MS, here desig-
nated as Rome MS:2, constitute a proper Grammatica, in which, however, some ending pages are not
filled in. The grammar begins with two more introductions, the latter of them in fact claiming to in-
troduce a “new” grammar (on 326v). The first one is short (Ad benevolum Lectorem Prefatiuncula),
covering not much more than one page (326r+two lines on 326v) and is evidently written as a special
presentation of the grammar proper. The second introduction, following on from this (on 326v up to
327v), is, as a matter of fact, quite a close counterpart of the second of the introductions found in the
Rome MS:1 (p. 308r+v), like the one starting with Tres sunt apud Indiarum incolas. Used here as part
of the introduction to the Grammatica, this introduction comes under an explicit heading: In novam
Linguæ Indianæ, seu Mogolanæ Gramaticam [sic] breve totius operis Compendium (326v–327v). Alto-
gether, these 3½ pages seem to be the proper introduction to the grammar and are immediately fol-
lowed (pp. 327v–332r) by an index (not quite completed) of the content of the grammar, that then fol -
lows as the bulk of the Rome MS (pp. 332r–398r).

The introductory pieces are in both cases followed by a grammatical section, which gives a de -
tailed account of the characters used and their pronunciation, as a phonological review. This is the
only piece of grammar – the phonology – rendered in Rome MS:1, but in Rome MS:2 the grammar
continues with all other parts traditionally expected in a regular grammar of a Latin kind.

7 In Rome MS:2, there is a version with a slightly differing text pp. 326v/2–327v/8 (handwritten pagination starts
anew). In Rome MS:2, the grammar proper is on slightly more than one page preceded by a special Ad benevolum
lectorem præfatiuncula, Rome MS:2:326r/1–326v/2.

8 In Rome MS:1 there is one empty leaf, 319/31–32, after the grammatical phonological chapter.  Essentially the
same text, with only some small differences as in this first grammatical part, recurs (with the same title) as an in-
troductory part on the letters and the phonology to the Grammar, also ending with a table of the alphabet (Rome
MS:2, 332v/4–346r/39). But in the Grammatica also follows chapters on morphology and syntax.

9 As most probably decided by the author himself and/or the scribe, the Thesaurus proper – as the Paris MS BN840
below is suggested to be – has then been paginated by hand, starting with page 1.
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According to the throughout archival numbering of pages in the volume (306–321), the chapter
Indianæ Grammatices Pars Prima De Litterarum Caracteribus on phonology in Rome MS:1 immedi-
ately precedes a to a great extent similar phonological section in Rome MS:2 (333r–346r). However,
there is no doubt that the latter is not a reiteration but should be identified as the original version.
The phonological section of the Rome MS:1 even keeps the heading Pars Prima borrowed from Rome
MS:2, despite the lack of any sequel dealing with other parts of a grammar and it was first written for
the Grammatica and then reused as an introduction to a Thesaurus, the general title of it as a “gram-
mar” also was kept. The author thus when finishing the Thesaurus seems to have found it necessary
to guide the user of the dictionary methodically and extensively in how to read and pronounce the
lexemes listed in the Thesaurus. François Marie himself also testifies to the reuse of the section on
phonology in the introduction to the Thesaurus.10

Considering that the author has selected part of the grammar proper for use in the dictionary too,
some aspects of his working method might be suggested. Firstly, it seems probable that the author
worked simultaneously on the grammar and the dictionary. That he repeated the first chapter on the
characters of the Grammatica as an introduction to the Thesaurus indicates that François Marie in-
tended at some point to have the Thesaurus and the Grammatica published separately and gave the
priority to the Thesaurus.11 As will be demonstrated in detail later, the Thesaurus technically appears
as more completed than the Grammatica, and it is even more well written. The preliminary title page

10 […] grammaticæ meæ primam partem in capite operis repeto […] (307r/7). When as a heading he uses the phrase
“Indianæ Grammatices” he refers to his own specific Grammatica and not to “Indian grammar” in general.

11 The continuous archival numbering of the Rome MS as composed by Rome MS:1 and Rome MS:2 is mechanically
stamped in sequel, and thus only reveals a later status of the present appearance of the Rome MS; it is certainly
not from the time of the author.
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of the Rome MS is also dated 1703, unlike the date of 1704 for the Grammatica, which indicates that
François Marie went on working on it after on the Thesaurus.12

The minutes from the Congregatio inform that François Marie there submitted both the grammar
and the dictionary on 6 March 1703, with a request to print them, but other records intimate that the
procedure ended up prioritizing the Latin-French-Hindustani Thesaurus.13 For the Grammatica both
its existence and its character turned out coming to be less known; it was not even recorded with any
precision in the catalogues of manuscripts in Rome.

An excursus, outlining the content of Rome MS:2, the proper Grammatica by François 
Marie14

The whole Rome MS, with both its parts, but with the lack of the Thesaurus proper, just as it looks
today, seems to have had its stable place at the CPF Archive through ages. Before attempting to give
the Rome MS:1 its rightful place as an introduction to François Marie’s Thesaurus and discuss its his-
tory, it is then appropriate to look at the content of Rome MS:2.

All evidence points to the author’s intention to present a Hindustani grammar as an independent
work.  When François Marie himself presented his work for printing in Rome in 1703 the wording
provides the fact that there were two independent works that he proposed to be published – a The-
saurus and a Grammatica – but, as already pointed out, the actions taken and pursued only concern
the Thesaurus. However, as far as can be judged from existing manuscripts, the Grammar was proba-
bly not even quite finished for printing by that point in time. The date of 1704 on the preliminary title
page of Rome MS:2 is one of the indications, and other signs are certain deficiencies in view of the
process of production of the Grammatica. These include it beginning with an incomplete register and
the fact that a regular final part is missing. The Grammatica proper, starting on Rome MS:2 (333v), is
moreover written in rather casual handwriting, less careful than that used in the Thesaurus as wit-
nessed already in the introduction to it found in Rome MS:1.

The grammar is largely written in Latin, referring to French only in some notes on pronunciation.
It is also composed entirely as a grammar in the European Latin tradition and uses throughout such a
kind of linguistic terminology, well-known to any scholar, educated monk or friar. It is divided into
five parts according to classical Latin grammar – phonology, nouns and pronouns, verbs, syntax, and
concord – covering the whole grammatical system up to syntactical remarks.

The content of the grammar, the Rome MS:2, comprises the pages 322r–398v of the volume Mis-
cellanee Generali XIII. The five main parts (partes) are divided into subsections, called chapters (ca-
put). The content is distributed on the pages as follows:

Fly title (322r)
General title page (323r)
Præfatiuncula (326r/1)15

Breve Compendium (326v/2–327v/3)
Contents (327v/4–332r/13)
Title page of the grammar proper (332v/14)

12 François Marie’s own presentation of his work at the Holy See of his work is accounted for below in the first part
of Section 3.

13 According to a certificate added to the Thesaurus, it seems that the then secretary of the CPF, Fabroni, kept the
original Thesaurus for one year, delivering it to the Archive in July 1704. Carlo Agostini Fabroni (Latin Fabronus),
1651–1727, secretary at the CPF 1695–1706. See Metzler 1971:264–265.

14 Paolo Aranha, missionary historian, Rome, is planning an edition of the Grammatica, the Rome MS:2. He has also
been a co-worker in the project, financed by the Swedish Research Council, on the Thesaurus of François Marie
developed at the Department of Linguistics and Philology at Uppsala University.

15 The original numbering of the manuscript pages starts anew for the Grammatica and is complete up to 386r/119
but missing for the last pages, only stamped as 386v to 398v. 
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Part 1, ten chapters on the writing (333r/15–345r/37, 346r/39)16

Part 2, four chapters on the declinations (347v/42–352v/52)
Part 3, thirteen chapters on the conjugations (353r/53–376r/99)
[Intermediate headline:] Syntax (376v/99)
Part 4, sixteen chapters on the parts of speech (376v/99–393v)
Part 5, five chapters on concord (393v–398v)

Summary of the Rome MS and the missing Thesaurus

There are two important issues concerning the Rome MS which have instigated this survey of the
manuscripts of the linguistic works by François Marie.

The first one is that an analysis of the MS can evidently demonstrate that it consists of two parts,
and that a Thesaurus proper seems to be long since missing in the CPF Archive. Only its introduction
is present as Rome MS:1.

The second one is the implication of the rather inadequate designation of the Rome MS as a The-
saurus, namely the challenge of locating the whereabouts of the missing Thesaurus proper. This was
a question that aroused the curiosity of the present author when, in 2011, inspired by a colleague
from Uppsala, I visited the CPF Archive and found out the composition of the volume Miscellanea XII
in which pages including a grammar, but no dictionary is bound together with manuscripts of quite
different kinds.17

It was so far clear that the Rome MS was a genuine acquisition that had permanently remained in
the CPF Archive, with the note on the initial page stating that it contained a Thesaurus. However, it
turned out that earlier bibliographers of the CPF Archive, when recording its treasures in the 18th
century, had recounted that there really had been a Thesaurus by François Marie and that such a MS
was lost, a story that was repeatedly asserted for a couple of centuries.

Bearing the question of a lost Theasaurus in mind, it was a remarkable experience for me the fol -
lowing year to stumble across the Thesaurus by François Marie de Tours among the treasures of Ori-
ental manuscripts at BnF in Paris. Such a MS of a Thesaurus indeed turned out to have been observed
in recent times, but only quietly discussed mainly by two independent researchers: Iftikhar Husain in
1967, and R.S. McGregor in 2001.18 In their publications they both discuss only one of the in fact two
MSS with the same Thesaurus held at the BnF, and claim that it is a copy (BN839); McGregor ex -
pressly still judged the original by François Marie to be lost.

There is moreover no indication whatsoever that Husain and McGregor knew about the existence
of the grammar by the same author in Rome, and they do not mention the claim by some scholars
that the original Thesaurus MS was lost from Rome at some point in the 18th century. The issue of
the awareness in previous periods about the work of François Marie will be developed further on in
Section 3, examining the history of the Thesaurus MS after 1703.

16 The introduction on phonology to the Thesaurus (309r/11–311r/35),  Indianæ Grammatices Pars Prima De Litter-
arum Characteribus. Caput 1. must, as pointed out above, be seen as an offprint (rather than the other way round)
of this first part of the Grammatica (333r/15–346r/39) where it comes with the different heading of Pars Prima. Al-
phabetum Indicum Caracteres quibus Indiani pro Letteris utuntur. 

17 Prof. em. of Slavic languages at Uppsala university, Ulla Birgegård had recently spotted the MS during a visit to
the CPF Archive. As later pointed out to me by Paolo Aranha he had also observed the MS in the CPF Archive a
few years earlier in 2006 and found it not only of interest to his research on the history of missions but also that it
would contribute to linguistic research.

18 Unaware of the historical setting of the MSS also Dharampal 1982 saw the MSS at the BnF and displayed an inter-
est; the issue will be discussed below, in Section 3, on traces of the Thesaurus in the 20th century.
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1.2 Two Paris manuscripts of the Thesaurus linguæ Indianæ by François Marie de Tours

The Bibliothèque nationale de France, La Division orientale du Département des manuscrits (earlier
Département des Manuscrits Orientaux), is in possession of two manuscript volumes (Indien 839 and
840), both containing a dictionary of three languages – Latin, French and Indian – dated to 1703 on
their title pages. There are certain differences in their design between the two MSS, but the core of
their content and the mode of it being organized is identical. The pages of the Thesaurus contain four
columns, Latin, Devanāgarī, French and transliterated hindoustāni, see Figure 3. The dictionary is in
both its appearances divided in the same way into two parts with separate numbering of pages, even
though both at present are bound in one volume each.19 Given that it can be ruled out that both are
two independent copies from some lost original, one of the two might be an original and the other an
accurate copy. The MSS are recorded by Antoine Cabaton (1912) in his special catalogue of certain
Oriental manuscripts. In the reference copy of the Cabaton catalogue, available at my visit in 2012 to
the Department of Oriental Manuscripts at the BnF, some remarks were made in the margin (referred
to below as [added in ink]).20

19 The guiding Latin lexemes in the dictionary are in part I A (a, abs) to I (iuxta, secundum) and in part II L (labefa-
cere) to Z (zona seu venes).

20 Cabaton (1912, p. 127). The copy of Cabaton’s Catalogue, available in 2012 as reference at the Oriental Department
of BnF, was exchanged for a later edition without any annotations by the time of the author’s second visit to the
BnF in 2015. Furthermore, in the version of the catalogue now available on BnF:s homepage on the internet there
are some preliminary corrections added by ink pen on p. 127  https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b10329763p/
f146.item (accessed 8 September 2022). A new edition of Cabaton’s catalogue seems not yet to have been printed.
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BN839 (former MS designation at the Bibliothèque nationale: Indien 200)

Cabaton:

“Thesaurus linguæ indianæ, de latino per proprios caracteres conscriptæ, atque in alterâ ex adverso
paginâ nostris caracteribus explicatae [empty space], per F M. Anno 1703. Id est, per F. Franciscum
Mariam de Tours, missionarium apostolicum capuccinum.”
Copie exécutée par Anquetil-Duperron
[In small print:] XVIIIe siècle.21 Écriture hindustanie.22 Papier européen, 220x335 mm., 25 I. 418 pages.23

(Fonds Anquetil.)

Comment on the exterior of the manuscript (as examined in Paris 2015):

The BN839 is bound in light colored leather with golden frames on the front and back and decorated
on the spine with two French lilies and an emblem with two interlocked Cs topped by a crown re-
peated thrice. On the spine in one of six sections is printed in gold THESAURUS / LINGUÆ / INDI-
ANÆ.
The inner sides of the covers are coated with marbled paper with a golden border.
The whole MS is written without predrawn margins. The size of the paper used for writing found in
the pertinent archival volumes has bearing on establishing the relation between the MSS and will be
discussed below.24

BN840 (former MS designation in Bibliothèque nationale: Indien 201)

Cabaton:

“Thesaurus linguae indianæ […]”
Copie de l'ouvrage précédent.25

[In small print:] XVIIIe siècle. Écriture hindustanie.26 Papier européen, 305x215 mm. 424 pages, 25 l.27

Comment on the exterior of the manuscript (as examined in Paris 2015):

The binding of the MS is an ordinary parchment library binding of manuscripts, in brown colour, with-
out any extra decorations, neither on the outside nor the inside of the cover.  On the front flyleaf to the
left in brown ink can be read:
“LM/ (IVIX or NIX in black ink, indistinct, probably erased) IIIV”;
in the middle crossed out “Indiano L (or 1)”;
to the right “Ce livre m'avait été cédé par / M. le Baron de Marian, le 1re octobre / 1826 J H Klaproth /
Hindost 25”.28

The pages of the MS are written with predrawn margins.
The numbering of pages is handwritten on each page up in the outer margin starting with the first
page of listed lexemes as p. 1.

21 In the version of the catalogue by Cabaton available on the BnF’s homepage [(1783–1784)] is added in ink.
22 Ibid. the word hindustanie for the écriture is corrected to avec formes de modi.
23 Ibid. expanded with an addition in ink: [488 et] 418.
24 As to the quality of the paper, used for the text an analysis remains to be carried out, as well as observations of

watermarks which most probably would be helpful for defining the genesis and history of the MSS concerned.
25 In the version of the catalogue by Cabaton available on the BnF’s homepage “Copie de l’ouvrage précédent” is

deleted and added in ink as “Original”.
26 Ibid. the wording “hindustanie for the écriture” is corrected to “Devanāgarī avec formes de modi”.
27 Ibid. expanded with an addition in ink: [490 et] 424.
28 Below the name of Klaproth there is a kind of girland drawn. The two first notes could probably be a kind of ac -

cession number for the MS, so far not settled if they refer to a previous storage of the MS in the Archive in Rome
or in the Royal Library in Paris. Baron de Marian and J H Klaproth will be identified below in Section 3 on the
history of the Thesaurus manuscript after 1815.
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Comparing the two Paris Thesaurus MSS BN839 and BN840

Whatever the journey of the Thesaurus has been throughout history and whatever has been said
about it, it is in view of any edition important to establish the relation between the two manuscripts
in Paris, BN839 and BN840, and their status as “original” vs “copy”. From the outset it must be taken
for granted that one of the manuscripts is an original one, worthy of being published, at its best even
an  autograph  by  François  Marie  himself.  Given  the  lack  of  further  manuscripts,  however,  both
manuscripts are of interest, even though a very close copy mainly confirms their tight relation.

In terms of the content of these two MSS in Paris, they present the comprehensive Thesaurus in a
similar way, insofar that a comparative close reading of their text is not enough to identify which one
is a copy of the other one. It is therefore necessary to scrutinize the full circumstances of the two
MSS right from the time they were produced.

a) Fundamental arguments for distinguishing the original and the copied MS
The printed Catalogue by Cabaton (1912) provides the main record of the two MSS such as it has sur-
vived until the 19th century. If mentioned in written records up until the last decade it has unani-
mously been stated that BN839 is a copy made by Anquetil Duperron and BN840 is merely a copy of
BN839, but the notes, scrawled by anonymous hands in the margin of certain versions of the Cata -
logue have rightly come to contradict the information printed in Cabaton (1912).29

The fact is that internal evidence in abundance can be adduced that the handwritten notes about
BN840 as the real original of François Marie’s Thesaurus are rightly informed and most trustworthy.
That Cabaton made a mistake is not strange, since he was not primarily an Indologist but specialized
on Southeast Asia. A cursory glance at the state and outer appearance of the two MSS, without any
study of the contents, would very well have intimated that BN839, as being the most prestigious
bound MS, was the more precious MS. Meanwhile the binding of BN840, as described above, conveys
an unpretentious impression, in its for manuscripts normal archival parchment.

That BN839 is a copy is most decisively proven by a page, rather neatly written and inserted in
BN839 just before the title page, which must have been overlooked by Cabaton. It is assured that the
manuscript is a copy of another original manuscript, also described and intimated here to have ex-
isted in Rome in at least 1784. It reads:

Copie du  Thesaurus Linguæ Indianæ, Manuscrit de la Bibliothèque de la Propagande, confié pour 4
mois, à M[onsieur]. Anquetil du Perron, par N[otre]. S[aint]. P[ère]. le Pape Pie VI, sous la garantie de
M[onsieur]. le Cardinal de Bernis et de M[onsieur]. le Comte de Vergennes. Reçu le 14 avril 1783. Remis
à M[onsieur].  let  Comte de Vergennes,  le  12 mars,  1784.  (M[anu]S[crit].  relié  en parchemin blanc,
tranche rouge sang, reglé. Sans estampille, au dos Thesaurus linguæ indianæ sur une piece en or; en
bas du dos D II).30

The manuscript BN839 is moreover recorded as belonging to Fonds Anquetil at the BnF and has
probably existed there the entire time after being produced. There is no such note at all, referring
BN840 to any of the “fonds” of the library.

29 The printed information is probably inherited from an earlier listing of Oriental manuscripts in the BnF where
they are termed as Indien 200 and Indien 201, already in the same order.  The French Orientalist Abraham Hy-
acinthe Anquetil Duperron (1731–1805) and his role for the story of the Thesaurus will be presented below in the
part of Section 3 on the history of the Thesaurus MS.

30 In translation: “Copy of Thesaurus Linguæ Indianæ, manuscript from the Propaganda Library, entrusted for 4
months to M. Anquetil Duperron, by Our Holy Father, the Pope Pius VI, as guaranteed by the Cardinal Bernis and
the Count de Vergennes. Received 14 April 1783. Returned to M. Count de Vergennes 12 March 1784. (Manuscript
bound in white parchment, crimson edge, ruled (with lines), without seal, on the spine Thesaurus linguæ indianæ
on a gilded label; at the bottom of the spine DII).” The description in parentheses seems to apply to the original re-
turned to Rome, and it also fits well with BN840 with its binding in parchment, unlike the European binding of
BN839. More on the content of this handwritten colophon to the manuscript below in part III.
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b) Detailed observations of the two Paris MSS
When scrutinizing the Paris MSS, a series of observations of both similarities and differences regard-
ing the form and appearance can be made, while at the same time yielding material for uncovering
the history of the MSS of the Thesaurus.

1) The original introductory part – the Rome MS:1 described above and made by François Marie
for the Thesaurus – never came into the hands of Anquetil Duperron, when he, as declared by him-
self, copied the Thesaurus in 1783–1784. Lacking any kind of introduction, he found it necessary to
draw an outline of the Devanāgarī alphabet in a table, which he then inserted both in his own copy
and the borrowed original. The alphabetical order in Anquetil Duperron’s list (in both Paris MSS) is
in Western style – a, b, c – whereas François Marie used the traditional Devanāgarī line-up of the
characters in his original phonological introductions (Rome MS:1 and 2).

Therefore, inserted in BN840 on two right-hand pages in the middle of Anquetil Duperron’s own
4-sided introductory letter, there are two pages carefully written in the original BN840 with ruled col-
umns introducing the alphabet used in the dictionary.31 The list is headlined as ALPHABET İNDOUS-
TAN tiré du Trésor de la langue Indoustanne. Two explanatory columns are added to the Devanāgarī
characters, one using transliteration (Lectures du Trésor) and one using transcription (Prononciation
donnée à Surate 1759). Furthermore, also in Anquetil Duperron’s copy BN839, two right-hand pages
are inserted, containing his survey of the alphabet, but here in less careful handwriting. These pages,
all less carefully written than their version in BN840, are in BN839 a sequel to an important letter by
Anquetil Duperron, which occur in both MSS. In his letter, Anquetil Duperron comments on his own
ambition to complete the Thesaurus with an alphabet index, since this is missing in the original, and
he also refers to giving the pronunciation:

Mais il manquoit, pour en faciliter la lecture, un alphabet tiré du texte même. Celui que je présente
pourra remplir cet objet, et l’on ne sera pas fâché d'avoir en même temps la prononciation del auteur, et
celle que les Indiens m'ont donnée dans le lieu même où l'ouvrage a été composé.32

At the last end of the original BN840, after some empty pages there is also one page pasted with a
simplified list of the consonants of the Devanāgarī alphabet, seemingly a cheat sheet. At what point
this was added is impossible to establish, but it might have been after Anquetil Duperron’s handling
of the MS.

2) Regarding the title pages of BN839 and BN840 both are in Latin. The one in BN840 (preceding
p. 1 of the Thesaurus) is strictly written in block letters, and furthermore it is even in the style of let -
ters adapted to the catchword THESAV on the last page of the Rome MS:1 (321v). It seems rather sure
that this page came into the hands of Anquetil Duperron as a first title page with the original in 1783.
In BN839 this title page is neatly copied.

3) The many pages of the lexical part are rigorously and more carefully written throughout BN840
than in BN839, ordered using horizontal as well as vertical lines, even though the lexemes in the lat -
ter are also easily readable. It is quite clear that the two MSS emerged in different times and circum-
stances and the quality of the writing points to BN840 preceding BN839. Its meticulous form of writ -
ing also gives the impression of an original MS. But from the sketchy though very readable appear-

31 The same letter is inserted in the beginning of BN839 and there the first page bears the remark of being added to
the original (ajouté à l’original). The odd placement of the alphabet list in BN840 could perhaps be caused by it
coming as loose leaves together with the letter when the original MS was returned to Rome by Anquetil Duper-
ron.

32 In translation: “But there was missing, to facilitate reading of it, an alphabet extracted from the text. The one I
present should fulfil that purpose and one should not be angry at having at the same time the author’s pronuncia-
tion and the one that the Indians provided me with in the same spot [= Surat] where the work was once com -
posed.”
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ance of BN839, it might also be concluded that Anquetil Duperron consciously made his copy to be
prepared for printing, which however never came to pass.33

4) In such cases where François Marie himself gives references to pages they match BN840. Both
BN840 and BN839 start with the number 1 on the page after the title in Latin, which is the first page
of the series of lexical items.34 Incidentally, in the two Paris MSS there is no other kind or series of
pagination than the straight one; they lack archival, stamped numbers as found in the Rome MS of
the grammar.

5) Some pages in BN840 are stamped  Bibliothèque Royale. In the beginning of the volume such
stamps are placed on the first and the last of the four pages of the inserted letter written in 1784
added by Anquetil Duperron. Furthermore, the title page, the back of the last page, as well as the
added papal original certificates by Propaganda secretary are stamped. Thus, I have noted that the
volume was at some time officially integrated into the Royal Library in Paris, with the added docu-
ments bound to it, and it must have happened at some point later than 1784. The claim expressed by
such stamps in the MS may pinpoint the time of the MS being integrated in BnF to a date after the
revolution and Napoleon but before 1849.35 In the BN839 the stamp Bibliothèque royale is only found
once, on the title page.

6) The two MSS, BN839 and BN840, show great difference in terms of paper, pen, ink and in hand-
writing. In the case of BN840 especially the issue of handwriting may be discussed in a close study of
the handwriting of the MS by François Marie that can be found in Rome. With even a cursory glance,
however, the resemblance of handwriting between the Rome MS:1 and the main text in the BN840
Thesaurus is striking. Further detailed comparisons with texts authored by François Marie may indi-
cate something rather precise.36 There are other additional handwritten words and notes in BN840,
seemingly additions at various later points of time than the original, which shows that the dictionary
was read and well used after the time of the author. But the main text, the basic treatment of the lex-
emes, especially regarding the special form of the Devanāgarī, gives the impression of being written
by the same hand throughout.37 If not written by François Marie, the main part of the MS might pos-
sibly have been written consistently as a clear copy by some scribe close to him.

In the other MS of the Thesaurus, BN839, the handwriting is clearly very similar throughout. It is
quite certain that it was all written by Anquetil Duperron, who has witnessed that he himself worked

33 Anquetil Duperron and his interest in the Thesaurus belongs to the history of the Thesaurus manuscript treated
in Section 3 below.

34 There is an explanation to the slightly differing numbers of pages in the original and the copy of the Thesaurus.
While copying, Anquetil Duperron started by following the numbering of the pages of the original exactly, but for
both the first and the second part of the Thesaurus, however, he adjusted mistakes in the numbering of the origi-
nal BN840. For the first part, comprising Latin words A-I, page numbers 225–226 are missing in the original, and
for the second part, Latin words L–Z, page numbers 73–78 are omitted in the original. Thus, when the list of lex -
emes in the original BN840, part one, finally ends on page number 490 and in part two of the Thesaurus on page
424, the copy BN439 ends on page 488 and page 418 respectively.

35 The signum of the library up to 1790 was Bibliothèque du Roi, then for some times in turn it was Bibliothèque de
la Nation from 1795, then Bibliothèque Impériale, then once again Bibliothèque Royale after Napoleon until 1849,
when it became the Bibliothèque nationale. Laborde (1845) describes the history up to his contemporary period. 

36 There are specimens available for a possible comparison, both the so-called Fabroni fragments and some later let -
ters most probably written by the hand of François Marie. Of course, it must be considered whether a scribe with
close links to François Marie could have been at work the whole time. The so-called Fabroni fragments are pre-
served in the library (now in Pistoia) of the Cardinal Fabroni, secretary of the CPF, who was involved in the af -
fairs of François Marie (Aranha 2015:342). These manuscriptal leaves consist of some liturgical texts and a Supple-
mentum on 8 pages to the Thesaurus, not completed for the entire alphabet. Material for comparison is available
in Agostini 2011:58, 60, 91. All these pages seem to fit very well to the design of the Thesaurus. Certain inconsis-
tencies in the specimens are small and could be due to the texts being written on different occasions.

37 Some of the additions were, according to additional documents in the Thesaurus MSS, made respectively by the
Italian Capuchin friar Cassiano da Macerata and registered in 1771 and by Anquetil Duperron in 1783–1784.
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on such a copy of the Thesaurus 1783–1784. His handwriting is rather distinctive and there exist a
great many other archival specimens to corroborate that he wrote this copy all by himself. In the case
of this MS seemingly nobody has had any reason during time to make any corrections of the text at
all.38

7) To the differences comes that certain added documents in the two manuscripts, as original ones
in BN840 and copies in BN839, are bound into different places in the MSS. Thus, in BN840, the infor -
mative letter by Anquetil Duperron about his undertaking to copy the Thesaurus is inserted as un-
numbered pages in the beginning of the volume, together with a list of suggested emendations and
the sketchy explanation of the alphabet, as mentioned above. These documents – initially probably
loose –were thus judged to be of importance when the archival binding of BN 840 was completed.
However, the time and place – Paris or Rome – of the binding cannot be determined. In terms of
these secondary documents, the situation in the BN389 copy of the Thesaurus is such that a rough
copy of both the letter and the list of corrections by Anquetil, in his own handwriting, are added at
the end of the bound volume.

In addition to the mentioned material common to both MSS there are also some rough copies of
documents written by Anquetil  Duperron on his copying work. There are not only the notes on
changes in the Thesaurus by Anquetil Duperron which he mentioned in his initial letter, dated 12
March 1784, but in BN839 there is also at the end added a draft of another letter that is difficult to
read, dated 22 January 1784, thus probably directly written during his work with the dictionary.39

Summarily, there are for the history of the manuscripts significant different features to be notified
at a closer look on both design and content. The most specific marks of manuscript BN840 are the
various original handwritings and the stamps of the Royal Library. The manuscript BN839, on the
other hand, is certainly characterized by containing the same lexical material and rescripts of docu-
ments as BN840, but all in one and the same handwriting. To this also comes as an addition in BN840
a special note on a flyleaf concerning ownership of the MS, stating that it is owned by J H Klaproth,
which must probably have been in 1826 at the earliest, as is declared.40

c) An original document appended to the Thesaurus
Appended to BN840 (pp. 426–427) is an original document, Notizia del autore, written in Italian and
certified in Latin, in a consistent handwriting, quite similar to the one used for the signature of Fab -
roni (Fabronus secretarius), and it can be deemed to have been written by him in 1704 as a receipt for
the MS, see Figure 4 and 5.41 After the stamp for the Royal Library in the centre of the page there is a
shorter note added in Italian, also most probably original, signed by Stephanus Borgia and dated
1771. This secretarial certificate shows the same hand in the text as in the signature. The content of
this Notizia is of utmost interest, revealing the history of the first occurrence of the work of François
Marie.

38 BnF oversees the archival legacy of Anquetil Duperron, including handwritten material. 
39 That the BN839 has also led its own life (as distinct from the original BN840) can be seen by a special note in

Latin by a hand other than that of Anquetil Duperron on the reverse of one of the front endpapers. A reference is
made to Paulinus a S. Bartholomeo 1772:57–60. More on him and his view both on the Thesaurus and on Anquetil
Duperron below.

40 The curious ‘exlibris’ indication and its signification will be discussed below (Section 3) as a contribution to the
history of the original Thesaurus MS after 1815.

41 A comparison with certain letters – published as illustrations to the monograph on the Fabroni Library at Pistoia
– seems to confirm that the writing of the document is by Fabroni’s hand throughout. There might be some minor
doubts as to the identification. A characteristic ‘d’ is missing in some of the letters in the bulk of the text but is
normally found in Fabroni’s signature in preserved documents extensively signed by him.
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Figure 4: The initial page of the original Notizia del autore (BN840).
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Figure 5: The second and final page of the original Notizia del autore, with the signatures of the two secretaries of 
CPF, C[arolus] A[ugustinus] Fabronus 1704 and Stefanus Borgia 1771 (BN840).
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The document with the two certificates must surely have held this position in the manuscript at
the time when Anquetil Duperron 1783–1784 borrowed the Thesaurus from Rome, since it is accu-
rately and consecutively copied in BN839 (pp. 420–421), there in the typical handwriting of Anquetil
Duperron. He has also added a comment in the margin of his copy of Borgia’s certificate in BN839 in
the sense that he in the original MS recognizes the same handwriting in most of the corrections
found inserted in the list of lexemes:  Le plus gr. nombres des corrections me paroissent de la même
main, que le corps del’ ouvrage.42

The content of this document turns out to be the starting point for understanding the ensuing his-
tory after 1704 and the fate of the Thesaurus MSS during the 18th century, as it will be described be-
low (Section 3).

1.3 The Rome and Paris manuscripts by François Marie de Tours combined

As arguments for stating Rome MS:1 being together with Paris BN840 the original Thesaurus not
only the mentioned formal outlook of these two MSS, but also certain important observations on the
layout of its content can be adduced.

a) Based on the numbering of the pages in the Rome MS, accounted for above in the presentation
of  the  MS,  certain  assumptions  are  well-founded.  Throughout  the  Rome MS there  is  a  stamped
archival numbering by leaves, consistently even present on empty pages and sequential for the whole
bound volume. There is also an obviously older numbering by hand of the pages in the Rome MS. It
follows two separate sequences in Rome MS:1 (pages numbered in a series 1–35) and Rome MS:2
(starting anew with 1 on the first page of the first introduction, the præfatiuncula), indicating that the
two parts should be seen as initially separated.43 The stamped numbering pro leaf was certainly added
at some point during registration for the Archive in Rome, when the introduction to the Thesaurus
(Rome MS:1) was connected to the grammar in one and the same volume, and no longer bound with
the Thesaurus proper.

b) It could be possible to contest the idea that there is an original direct connection between the
Rome MS:1 and the Paris BN840 due to the difference in size of the pages. This is easily dismissed by
the fact that on close inspection, the pages of Rome MS:1 appear to be cut to suit the size of the latter
part of the Rome MS, that is Rome MS:2. It turns out that an uncut version of Rome MS:1 could fit
quite well into Thesaurus BN840 in Paris, see the difference between the pages in Figure 2.44

c) A technical investigation of the kind and quality of paper and ink has so far not been carried
out, but most likely it will also link the first part of the Rome MS to the original Thesaurus in Paris.45

42 The comment is placed in the context of Stefano Borgia’s remark on corrections made by Cassiano da Macerata and
seems to indicate that Anquetil Duperron suspects the corrections to belong to the original state of the manuscript.

43 Some pages are not originally numbered but have got the archival stamped number in sequence. For Rome MS:1
the Latin fly title (stamped page 322r) and the full title page (stamped p. 323r) do not show the handwritten pagi -
nation. For Rome MS:1 there are no clean slates before Rome MS:2.

44 The Thesaurus proper, Paris BN840, measures in height 30.5 cm and in breadth 21.5 cm (according to Cabaton). On the
other hand, the pages of the Rome MS, i.e., the Grammatica as well as its introduction in Rome MS:2, seem to be smaller,
holding the size in height 27.2 cm and in breadth 20.5 cm, the margins being about 2.2 cm. The first part of the Rome
MS, MS:1 here judged as the original introduction to the Thesaurus, deviates by just a little from Rome MS:2 and the fol-
lowing Grammatica by having a height of 28.2 cm and breadth of 20.7 cm. An inspection of the pages of Rome MS:1 tak-
ing into consideration the outlined margins, however, shows that these are only 0.7 cm on three sides, the inner margin
in binding still holding 2.2 cm. An addition of 1.5 cm to the breadth and of 3 cm to the height would give the original
measures of Rome MS:2 dimensions of height 30.2 and breadth 22.2 (keeping the same measure in the margin for bind-
ing) – approximately as in the Thesaurus proper. The title page in Devanāgarī in Rome MS:1 (303r/0) seems to have had
some external origin as being of a smaller size and it has been pasted on a page of suitable size.

45 It has not been possible for me to revisit Rome and Paris for such an investigation, nor have I had the opportunity
to examine the existing water marks on the paper of the different manuscripts, which also would provide both a
closer dating and surely corroborate the relations of the parts.
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d) In the Rome MS:1 the author reveals in the introductory foreword how he intended his work to
appear. In the special part of the introduction, not repeated in the introduction to the grammar in
Rome MS:2, the author expressly states –as the outcome also proved to be – that he will begin the
dictionary by repeating the introductory part of his own grammar, as he indeed also delivered:

Ut igitur,  quæ in hoc Thesauro seu Dictionario intelligi  possint,  et legi;  grammaticæ meæ primam
partem in capite operis repeto: quippe quæ ad caracteres cognoscendos, pronuntiationes dignoscendos
variasque ipsarum litterarum in scriptione et lectione posituras conducat intelligendas.46

e) Furthermore, the title pages of François Marie’s two works are essential witnesses to the condi -
tions at the actual time the two works were finished. It seems quite reasonable from the wording to
assume that the initial page with the title of the work of the Rome MS:1 refers to the Thesaurus as an
independent and complete work. It is a well-designed page in Devanāgarī writing, dated 1703 and
what is written there refers directly to the dictionary.  This elaborate Devanāgarī title page for the
Thesaurus in Rome MS:1 is quite suitable as a front to the complete original Thesaurus as it was pre-
sented in Rome by François Marie in 1703, altogether a MS containing an exhaustive introduction
(Rome MS:1) and the comprehensive lexical part (Paris BN840). The title page in the Rome MS:2, on
the other hand, is rather sketchy, indicating that this is just a grammar: In novam Linguæ Indianæ seu
Mogolanæ Grammaticam breve totius operis Compendium. (Rome MS:2:323r/0, see Figure 6)  On this
page there is also a date deviating from the title page of the Thesaurus, given as Anno Domini 1704. A

46 Rome MS:1:307r/7. In translation: “To be certain that this Thesaurus or dictionary should be understood and read,
I repeat the first part of my grammar in a chapter of the work, so that it will lead to learning the letters, recogniz -
ing the pronunciations and understanding the various formations of the letters in writing and reading.”
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preceding page (322r/0) is seemingly added ad hoc, like a fly title, only inserted to divide the two in-
troductions, and reads: Grammatica Mogolana.

Summarily the many internal and technical observations not only link the introduction in Rome
MS:1 to the MS in Paris of the Thesaurus, but they also contribute to a strong confirmation of BN840
being the original text of the Thesaurus. Furthermore, they could also attest to the idea that the
Grammar and the Thesaurus were from the outset two different works that at some early stages were
presented as two separate manuscriptal volumes of different sizes. The issue of the two works being
original in the sense of even possibly written by the hand of François Marie or noted down by an as-
sistant scribe or scribes, closely connected to him, must however be left to further discussion.47

The intention of François Marie with his linguistic work as presented by himself

In the titles of both the Thesaurus (1703) and the Grammatica (1704), as well as on the less elaborated
title page of the latter, the author is stated to be Capuchin missionary to India from Tours in France,
named in Latin as Franciscus Maria Turensis.

The relation intimated by all the formal observations of the condition of the MSS can be clarified
through an investigation of their initial origin. The main question then concerns the author’s inten-
tion of his linguistic work and his plan for publishing.

Regarding the question of François Marie’s own view of the task he undertook to spread knowl -
edge about the “Mogolana” language, he himself commented in the preface in the part of it recurring
in both his grammar and dictionary.

In the version of the preface to the Thesaurus (Rome MS:1:306r), the author states the reason for
and intention behind his work. After having recounted that he for about 20 years (per viginti circiter
annos) had intermittently collected words and studied language with the brahmins, he talks about his
endeavors that

…  [N]ulla  siquidem  ullibi  reperiebatur  grammatica,  aut  methodus,  nullum  vocabularium,  nullum
denique instrumentum quo linguæ ediscendæ studium promoveretur; Immo quidquid tam ab Indiæ in-
colis,  quam ab  ipsis  qui  Indicè  loquebantur,  christianis  sive  indigenis  sive  advenis  ediscabam aut
scribebam, obscuritate ac tenebris ita obvoluta erant, ut sæpe sæpius præ fastidio animus ferè deficeret.
Donec post gravem ac diuturnam infirmitatem, et  ex ea aliqualem convalescentiam, de qua tamen
omnes me mortem evadere posse desperabant, apud me quæ sparsa et sine ordine descripta habebam,
ea explicata et ordinata relinquere statui, confratribusque meis pro suo in discenda lingua levamine per
ordinem, pro ut per vires ac infirmam valetudinem liceret, disponendo digesta donare decrevi.48

In the preface to the Grammatica (Rome MS:2:326r/1), François Marie is not quite so explicit about
his intention but notes there that

[d]icam igitur sincerè, quod in propalando opere ex principio usque ad finem ea mea intensio fuit non alia,
missionarios videlicet, si qui Indianam terram Evangelii Aratro incultam colere voluerit, aliqualiter breviter,
ac faciliter, et pauca docere, quæ multis annis, multo labore, ac sudoribus plurimis assequi potui.49

47 To uncover the earliest story of the Thesaurus, and to obtain more information about its connection to the Gram-
matica by François Marie more studies of the archives in Rome are of course necessary.

48 In translation: “However, nowhere was there any grammar available, or method, or vocabulary or even any in-
strument through which a study for learning the language might be promoted. Indeed, whatever I learnt and
wrote from the inhabitants of India as well as from those who spoke in Indian, Christians, inhabitants, or foreign-
ers, was so veiled in obscurity and shadows that the soul most often nearly got weak by loathing. Then after a se-
rious and long sickness and thereafter a considerable convalescence, from which nearly all despaired that I may
not evade the death, I settled to leave explained and ordered that which I had by me scattered and without order
and decided, as it was possible with strength and weak health, to deliver for disposal a collection for the relief of
my fellow brothers for learning the language in good order.”

49 In translation: “Sincerely, I therefore say that my intention of making my work public has from beginning to end
been nothing  else than merely in a fairly short and easy way teach missionaries the little that I during many
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There is one more source that seems to record the intention of François Marie in his own genuine
wording. In an 18th century manuscript on the religion of Malabar by Jean-Jacques Tessier de Quére-
lay, there is a reference to François Marie. In an appendix to her monograph on Tessier de Quérelay,
Gita Dharampal (1982) presents a letter in French translation from François Marie which is dated the
same day as he presented his work at the CPF, 6 March 1703.50 François Marie’s words in the letter
state that he, by the will and guidance of God, has managed to

[…] présenter cette langue indienne et la clef des autres langues de l'Inde, qui pourront ouvrir la voie
aux  missions.  […]  Par  la  connaissance  de  la  langue,  voici  que  s'ouvre  la  porte,  et  les  fervents
missionnaires, ni les apôtres ne feront défaut à la Sacrée Congregation quand elle donnera l'ordre de les
envoyer en mission.51

As to the timeline of the plans drawn up by the author to publish the two works in print, it is  un-
questionable that François Marie himself held the idea when presenting his works in 1703 in Rome
that at least the Thesaurus was completed for printing.52

The presentation made by François Marie, as recorded in the main minutes taken in Italian stored
at the CPF, obviously involves the Thesaurus, even though this was not mentioned to be divided in
two parts.53 Altogether two separate dictionaries are mentioned, along with a grammar, but it is not
clear as to whether everything was presented for print in this application or merely mentioned as be-
ing compiled by him.

Il  P. Franco Ma Turonense Cappuccino venuto à Roma dalle Missioni dell’Indie Orientali  di  quà dal
Gange, ove hà dimorato sopra à 20 anni dicend’ haver composto una Grammatica, e due dizionarii in
lingua Indiana, e Latina con i proprii caratterie, qual lingua dicé essér commune per tutte l’Indie e spe -
cialmte ne’ Regni del Gran Mogol, ove dalla S. Sede, e da questa S.C. si pensa d’introdurre / la S. Fede.
Essendo piò al parer suo necessaria la stampa di de  opere per istruzione de Missionarii, che si spedi-
ranno in quelle’ parti, supplica li EE.VV. (Eminentes Vestri) à degnarsi di farle stampare, esitendosi egli
d’assistere alla stampa, acciò riesca ben corretta già che non ui può esser’ altri in Roma, che habbia no-
tizia di da lingua.54

years, through much work and labour, have been able to attain, if somebody should wish to cultivate the untilled
Indian land with the plough of the Gospel.”

50 Jean-Jacques Tessier de Quérelay (1668–1736), missionary and procurator at Pondicherry. A dispersed manuscript
(in four archives in Paris, and others in London, Rome, and Munich) of his unprinted text, Traité de la religion des
Malabar is extensively presented by Gita Dharampal 1982. The letter, presented in French translation by Dharam-
pal (1985:337–338), is originally written in Italian and kept in the CPF Archive. In the text on p. 232, however, her
main reference to the Thesaurus notes rather imprecisely that François Marie had sent (envoyé) his dictionnaire
français-hindoustani to the CPF.

51 Dharampal (1982:338). In translation: “[…] present this Indian language and the key to other languages of India
which may open the way to missions […] See how the gate is opened through the knowledge of language, and
neither the ardent missionaries, nor the apostles shall let the Sacred Congregatio down when it shall give them
order to be sent out to do missionary work.”

52 The divergent date of 1704 on the title page of the Grammar in Rome seems to be an indication that it was a work
in progress after François Marie’s visit to Rome in 1703.

53 ASC (Acta Sacrae Congregationis de Propaganda Fide de Anno 1703, vol. 73:63–66), to which Dharampal 1982 also
refers. Cf. Kashewsky (2020:319. Paolo Aranha (2015) has exhaustively treated the vicissitudes of François Marie’s
presentation of his work at the Holy See, the fruitless request to have it published, also when the case was re-
opened in 1708 at the Congregatio by the Procurator. The motives for François Marie’s work with a dictionary
and grammar for the Indian language seem to have been unjustly disparaged by the Cardinal Francesco Baberini
when the repeated request was made in 1708 by his friar brothers to publish the work, claiming the request was
induced by vanity, as is reported by Aranha (2015:346).

54 Read from the MS ASC 73:63–64. In translation: “P. François Marie de Tours, Capuchin, who came to Rome from
the mission in the India in the East on this side of the Ganges, where he has resided for more than 20 years, says
that he has composed a grammar and two dictionaries in the Indian language and Latin using its own written
characters, which language he says is common to all of India and especially in the realm of Great Mogul, which
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A description of François Marie’s work is also found in a handwritten document, probably his
own presentation of his case to the Cardinals. It is saved in another archival collection of original
documents submitted to the CPF.55 There is a more detailed mention, firstly of a complete grammar in
Latin style (ad modum nostræ grammaticæ latinæ), then a Latin-Indian dictionary, here mentioned to
be divided in two volumes, as well as an Indian-Latin dictionary of a smaller size. Both the minutes
and François Marie’s original presentation imply that he himself was needed to help with the print-
ing of his MSS, since there was no one else with competence in the languages in question in Rome.
François Marie also added directly to his errand a plea for a certain young well-educated Brahman
that he had brought to Rome for study purposes, who could also to be helpful in the suggested publi -
cation of his works thanks to his strong linguistic competence.56 The minutes continues:

Con altro mem[en]te supplica d’un luogo in questo Collo  Urbo per un giovane Bracmano, che hà con-
dotto seco à quest’ effeto, e dice essere d’ottimo indole, e costumi, in età di 22 anni, intelligente delle
lingue Francese, Portughese, Indiana, Canarina ed Italiana, e sapere anco leggere, e scrivere la Latina,
et haver servito per lo spazio di sei anni nelle Missioni de PP. del suo Ord. con intenzione d’esser poi da
essi fatto venire à studiare nel pred. Collegio.57

Even though the two works designated “Grammatica”, and “Thesaurus” end up being seen as sep-
arate works at the time of François Marie’s presentation at the CPF in Rome, and probably in a differ-
ent state of completion even on that date, it must be assumed that they were held together in the CPF
Archive. The separation of the Thesaurus and the Grammatica, as they appear in the manuscriptal
situation now, comes in a later phase of their history.

he considers to introduce the Holy Faith from the Holy See, and from this Holy Congregatio. It is thereafter his
opinion that printing of these works is necessary for instruction of the missionaries who will be sent to that re-
gion, he implores Yours Eminences to deign to have it printed, extending to offer himself to assist in the printing,
so that it would turn out quite correct, because there could not be anybody else in Rome who had any knowledge
of that language.”

55 SOCG (Scritture Originali riferite nelle Congregazioni Generali) 544 (244r, 247v). This authentic document has been
traced in the CPF Archive by Paolo Aranha, who has discussed it in an article (2015:335, footnote 20). According
to the document François Marie discusses two different dictionaries, one Latin-Indian (divided in two volumes)
and one Indo-Latin in one volume, which is more closely defined as un autre dictionnaire indo-latin écrit en carac-
teres particuliers et sur le côté en lettres vernaculaires, réduit à un seul volume  (Dharampal 1982, p. 339).  Before
coming to the dictionaries, François Marie describes the grammar he wants to present as une grammaire ramenée
tout à fait à notre grammaire latine par les déclinasions, conjugaisons et certaines règles . The two-volume dictionary
is easily confirmed as the Thesaurus BN840 as it looks now, but for the other manuscripts mentioned there re -
main two unresolved questions. One is about the state of the grammar at that point in time, the manuscript of
which now (Rome MS:2) it seems not to be quite ready for printing, and the other concerns the smaller Indo-Latin
dictionary mentioned, which has evidently not been recovered. In fact, information concerning texts by François
Marie other than the extensive Thesaurus disappears in all later sources. It is not found in the next information
available – either the tract by Beligatti from 1771 or in the survey of books at the CPF by Bartholomeo from 1792.
Aranha (2015:335, footnote) judges that François Marie’s description of the arrangement of the Indo-Latin dictio -
nary is ”vague”.

56 That younger Brothers might serve as scribes should be borne in mind when judging in the case of different
hands involved in the manuscripts of François Marie.

57 In translation: “In another request (memento) he supplicates for a place in the Collegio Urbano for a young Brah-
man, whom he has brought with him for this purpose, and who he says is of excellent character and manners and
is 22 years old, competent in the French, Portuguese, Indian, Cannarese and Italian languages,  and who also
knows how to read and write Latin and has served for a period of six years in the Mission of the Fathers of his or-
der with the intention to afterwards be sent by them to study in the aforementioned Collegio.” In the answer
given in the rescript it is suggested that he turn to Collegium Franciscum, with a further recommendation that he
contact the prefect – Cardinal Carlo Barberini – for possible lodging. A closer look into the matter of the young
Brahmin is also taken in Aranha (2015:336), according to a special plead for him made by François Marie docu-
mented in SOCG 544:245rv.
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To conclude on the state of the linguistic works of François Marie, no printing was carried out in
his time, not even for the large four-column Indian dictionary, claimed to be ready for the press in
1703. Only certain certifications from the CPF for the dictionary are available, but it is treated merely
as a manuscript. In the document Notizia, obviously containing François Marie’s own information to
the secretary Fabroni, there is a summary of the background and completion of his story in India. In
this document it is stressed that the main undertaking in Rome of François Marie is, since he has
been assigned by the Capuchin friars of Surat to visit Rome as un veterano Missionario, to plead for
them in their escalating dispute with the Jesuit missionaries. These are not referred to by their estab-
lished designation in this text, but as alcuni Religiosi di altro Instituto. It is even intimated that there
was certain resistance against François Marie by Jesuit groups in Rome.58 Furthermore, it is stated in
the Notizia that it was at the point of his departure from Rome for reestablishing missionary work in
Tibet that François Marie had delivered the Dizionario, which was written by his own hand (scritto di
propria mano). Notizia confirms the reception of the Thesaurus by the secretary of the CPF, Fabroni
and further notes that it was handed over to the CPF one year later.59 Even though the CPF did regis-
ter a printing request, no approval seems to have been issued, nor does there appear to be any record
of a direct refusal.

The importance of the linguistic works by François Marie

It must be remembered that any claim that a product created by human beings is “the most ancient”
or “the first one” of its kind is fraught with a general risk, since such an argument could certainly be
labelled an argumentum e silentio – there are undoubtedly always more texts to be found, even from
earlier times. Furthermore, the definition of any type of item written down must be carefully quali-
fied in relation to its genre. In claiming a linguistic work “being the first” it would also be necessary
to explicitly determine which one of many models of grammars and dictionaries is meant.

How written texts are labelled and whether they take the form of manuscripts or are published
must also be considered when relating them to other texts in view of their impact. It is thus impor-
tant to ascertain if – or how far – the content of the discussed texts was known and even used in
their time and thereafter, and by whom; an issue mainly connected to the sociological setting of the
current genre. This pertains in the case discussed here – not solely but in particular – to the role of
missionary work and its cultural importance, given that missionaries are partners in dialogue with
the target culture. It is necessary to place the texts in a historical sequence as well. Changes over time
to sociological and cultural setting must also be considered. That is, the context of the texts must be
historically evaluated, also with reference to their later fates. By taking all such formal circumstances
into close consideration, the texts will certainly yield a rich knowledge in various fields, through both
their context, form, and contents.

In fact, the two texts, the Grammar and the Dictionary by the same author, François Marie, being
of greatest value for research, raise more than one general issue pertaining to their context and his -
tory that deserve to be discussed. The two texts both are formed in a particular cultural milieu and
present a common attitude to the language and methods for its instruction. An offshoot is here en-
countered of an educated European tradition that can even be defined as a Latin linguistic and gram-
matical tradition. Such is quite clearly the tradition in which any missionary at the time would have
been raised.

But as a point of departure for research, no claims will be made as to the position within a time-
line  of  the  MSS  presented  here,  beyond  the  statement  that  two  very  valuable  and  original

58 More on these activities of François Marie in Section 2 on his mission.
59 In partendo da Roma il P. Francesco Ma da Tours lascià alla Sac. Cong. de Propaganda Fide questo Dizionario da esso

scritto nelle Lingue Latina, Francese, ed Indostana di Sourat.  It should be noted that only one Thesaurus is men-
tioned in this contemporary document, dated one year later, 5 July 1704.
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manuscripts from the time, around the turn of the 17th and 18th centuries, are now available for edit-
ing and study. Belonging as they do to a special historical milieu and an early period in the history of
the Hindi/Urdu language, the contents of both the grammar and the dictionary are indeed worthy of
close attention by scholars of Indology and Cultural Studies of any specialities, language, culture, and
history. They are also valuable sources for studying interactions between India – its language and
culture – with the West and with Christianity.60

2 François Marie de Tours – author of the Thesaurus Linguæ 
Indianæ and the Grammatica Linguæ Indianæ sive Mogolanæ

2.1 The background of François Marie de Tours

The story of François Marie, as far as it can be gathered from his works and other available sources,
takes us to various parts of the world: Tours in France, Rome, India, Tibet and probably, if more mate-
rial were available, also to other fields of mission than that of India and Tibet.

Precisely where and when the life of the author began is so far not yet known, but it is known
that it ended in 1709 at an advanced age after an eventful life.61 Regarding the personal history of
François Marie, the material is quite scarce, or even non-existent, up to the time when he had accom -
plished his work, 1703–1704, that is a pamphlet, a dictionary and a grammar, and he is recorded to
have presented himself and his works at the Holy See. From that point of time, just after the turn of
the 17th century to the 18th, he more clearly steps out onto the scene. From that time there are also
records in the CPF Archive that attest to his other activities and missionary work. 62 From his final
years, the time from 1704 up to his death in 1709, some letters by his hand have been preserved and
even published (Petech 1952–1953 (2:1): 4–5, 34–35, 39–41).

In the early 17th century, the Holy See had appointed French Capuchins, especially from the
Tours diocese, to serve as an important body of missionaries, and it can be concluded that the con-
vent of Tours was the starting point for the lifelong commission of François Marie. A resource for the
history of the Capuchins, with a particular focus on France, is their central library of the Capuchins
in France, but its archival material is dated mostly to 1850 or later.63 Older material has evidently been
lost through the sacks of convents and religious institutions following the 18th century revolution. In
any case, the general story of the Capuchins in France attests that the first Capuchin convent in
Tours was established in 1601 and destroyed in around 1791; for a period between 1897–1971 it was
reestablished. Among the monasteries of the Capuchin order in Tours, there was also a congregation
of sisters (1643–1792) at the time of François Marie. In the civil archives of Tours there is a small
number of original documents on the Capuchins in Tours during the 17th century, but nothing that

60 A project involving the Thesaurus, financed by the Swedish Research Council (Humanities and Social Sciences)
has been ongoing at the University of Uppsala, Sweden. François Marie’s Thesaurus provides the basis for a com-
prehensive Hindustani dictionary on the web that will be published on https://www.webonary.org/hindustani/.
Furthermore, a complete survey of the content of the works of François Marie, together with their transcribed and
translated introductions will also be published in the future. Further information is also planned to be provided
concerning the content of the Grammatica, which Paolo Aranha has taken on to publish.

61 An outline of the story of François Marie de Tours in the context of Capuchin missions in Asia and his endeav-
ours has been presented by Rudolf Kaschewsky (2020) with a main emphasis on his late mission to Tibet.

62 Some years ago, the present author did start to search in the Archive at the CPF on the intriguing matter of
François Marie’s earlier commissions as a missionary but has not had the opportunity to complete the search;
hopefully it will be carried through at some point in the future.

63 Bibliothèque  Franciscaine  des  Capucins,  Couvent  des  Capucins,  32  rue  Boissonade  75014,  Paris  14.  http://
www.bibliothequefranciscaine.org (accessed 8 September 2022). From the time in question, more recent copies of
a few letters sent to the Capuchins of Tours are available (Library signum: m930).
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would refer to François Marie or even to the missionary activities that his supposed convent was in-
volved in.64

It cannot be ruled out that François Marie could also have received some training at the Séminaire
des Missions-Étrangères in Paris, which at his time was recently established and came to maintain
some relations with India,  although it later focused on East and Southeast Asia. When launched in
1663, the seminary was approved by the Pope for training of French missionaries, who were at his
disposal for consignment.65

The French Capuchin friars from Tours were first commissioned by the Holy See to India in the
1630s. It is recorded that potentially the first Capuchin missionaries were sent from Aleppo to the In-
dian missionary field, establishing their first basis in Surat in 1639.66 The Capuchins from Tours were
established in Southern India with the prominent Efrem of Nevers, also him a Capuchin friar from
the diocese of Tours, who came to Madras in 1642; in 1674 Pondicherrry was entrusted to them as
their missionary station.67 The Capuchins practiced their mission in India until 1811.68

The early, pre-Indian mission and assignments of François Marie in the Oriental field remain in
the shadows. He was most likely, as with other missionaries, in fact commissioned to other fields of
mission in the Middle Asia before arriving in India – something which is indicated by his knowledge
of other Oriental languages. Possible locations were Diyarbakir and especially Aleppo, the commer-
cial gateway to Asia and a hub for Westerners and missionaries travelling between Rome and India,
and further on to the Far East. It was also an important base for the Capuchin order, especially the
French.  François  Marie  might  even have spent some time in Isfahan,  by then the capital  of  the
Safavids, as a traditional place for his fellow friars maintaining a station there since the early 17th
century.69

64 In the Archives Départmentales d'Indre-et-Loire in Tours, there is one letter of ordain for the Capucins, dated
1601 (signum 1306) and an inventory from 1600 (signum H632). (Digital copies with the author.)

65 Launay (1923). The Society for Missions étrangères de Paris with the Seminary and its chapel from 1683 is still lo-
cated in Rue du Bac working on the evangelization of non-Christian people, especially in Asia; the main field in
India has been South India, initially Pondicherry.

66 da Cesinale (1873:20). Sen (1947:32). A first short stay between 1632–1634 of Capuchins at Pondicherry preceded
their arrival in 1639 to Goa, according to http://www.ofmcapkerala.org/index.php/page60/details/6/capuchin-his-
tory-in-india (accessed 8 September 2022). They expanded northward to stations in Agra and Patna. According to
d’Anversa ([1913]:5). Sidon and Aleppo were bases for Capuchin mission, especially the French. The station in
Surat had been established by F. Lénon de Braugé as the first Capuchin mission in India in 1639. d’Anversa men-
tions a flow of Capuchin missionaries into Surat from Isfahan, such as the famous French Capuchin F. Ephrem de
Nevers (ca 1698–1695) from the province of Tours, who had stayed there before going to India on his way to
founding the mission in Madras. In the travelogue of Jean de Thévenot (1633–1667), explorer of Middle East and
India, he reports from Surat, where he arrived in 1666, about the Capuchins and their well-established mission
with the important principal “le Pêre Ambroise” (Thévenot 1684:84–90; in Sen’s translation 1949:29–31, 41). The
Capuchins in Surat are also recorded by the Swedish merchant Christopher Henrik Braad (1728–1781) in his di -
ary, held as a manuscript at Uppsala University Library, Franks (2009).

67 Stephen (2008:62-65). Some of the missionary history of the Capuchins in India took place in certain periods in
other places, not only in South India in Madras and Pondicherry, but also in Agra and in Goa. The foremost mis-
sionary locations of the Capuchins equipped with guesthouses and hospices came to be founded in Surat and
Pondicherry, as well as in Patna.

68 d’Anversa ([1913]:20) mentions that the mission in Surat finally closed in 1818, when the last Superior died. A cer-
tain revival of the Indian mission occurred later in the 19th century on the initiative of the French province.

69 The Capuchin mission in Isfahan had been established in 1628, earlier than in India;  its most renowned French
missionary, Capuchin friar and scholar was Raphaël du Mans (1613–1696). For information about him, see Richard
(1996).
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2.2 The missionary work of François Marie de Tours in India

What has in any case been truly attested is that François Marie was commissioned to the Indian mis-
sionary field for a considerable length of time. In the major historical work of Capuchin missions,
François Marie  is mentioned, and it is told  that around 1700 he had already been a missionary for
twenty years (… Franciscus M. a Tours, sollers in India orientali iamdiu ab an. 1680 missionarius et illius
gentis linguam callens…) (Melchior a Pobladura 1948:368). The original source for this statement is au-
thentic material, with his own statement in the Thesaurus MSS, namely his own words in the preface
(quæ multa per viginti circiter annos hinc inde sparsim collegeram, Indiana vocabula) and the same is
also ascertained in records found in the CPF Archive.70 It therefore is rather well established that
François Marie’s missionary work in India must have lasted at least twenty years before the time of
his works being written down, thus his arrival was most likely in the early 1680s.

During his mission in India. François Marie appears to mainly have been stationed in Surat which
at the time was a cosmopolitan place. It was above all a Moghul commercial town in Gujarat of key
importance on the west coast of India, renowned as an international center at the time. The Por-
tuguese were the first to establish a factory there, as far back as the beginning of the 16th century.
One century later, at the beginning of the 17th century, Surat became a stronghold for the British and
the Dutch East India companies, and in 1667 their establishment was followed by that of the French. 71

Surat was also a place for Christian missionary work, and, as mentioned,  the Capuchin mission,
mainly French, had hosted one of their centers there since 1639. In general, there seems to have been
a close social connection between the European missionaries and their commercial compatriots at
Surat as well as at other places in India.72

While fulfilling his commission in India, it is attested that François Marie at various times visited
other French missionary stations in India, like Surat bound to certain places of colonial commerce.
Most important for the French was Pondicherry in the southeast.73 François Marie probably held a
rather prominent position in India judging from his assignment in 1703 to go to Rome and plead for
the status of the Capuchins vis-à-vis their fellow missionaries, the Jesuits.74 During his time of mis-
sionary work in India, François Marie had namely composed a pamphlet against Portuguese Jesuit

70 The main source is, as mentioned above, the minutes stored at the Archive of the CPF and some further material,
about which see Aranha (2015:334–335) and Dharampal (1982:337–338). A written and even printed statement by
himself of his commission in India is also available in the introduction to his printed pamphlet against the Jesuit,
discussed below. He declares on the first page that he has been working as missionary for salvation of souls, “ pro
salute animarum operam suam posuisse”, for more than twenty years, “plusquam viginti annis”, in various fields in
the Orient, “in variis Indiæ Orientalis partibus”.

71 Gokhale (1979:8–9). The very diverse inhabitants of the town have been estimated to be about between 150 000–
200 000 in the 1630s, later in the 17th century at least 200 000. More on Surat in the 17th century is related by Sen
(1947, Chapter 3:62–96). That Surat was an important town for links westwards is supported by contemporary
travelers, such as Jean de Thévenot (1633–1667) who started his Indian voyage in Surat. Thévenot (1684 pp. 1–90,
Sen’s translation 1949:1–44.) The Scottish civil servant in the East India Company, Alexander Hamilton (1660s–
before 1737), arrived in India in 1688, and was at the same time as François Marie mostly based in Surat, which
place he describes extensively, Hamilton (1727 (1930):86–98).

72 It has, however, not been possible to establish any direct contact between François Marie and the Dutch merchant
and ambassador Ketelaar who wrote a grammar on the Hindustani and Persian languages about the same time.
On Ketelaar’s grammar see below in Section 3 on traces of the Thesaurus in the 19th century.

73 François Marie is mentioned in a list of Capuchin missionaries at Pondicherry 1674–1829, but only for the year 1706,
obviously then only as a visit (http://notredamepondicherry.com/missionaries.html; accessed 8 September 2022).

74 Stephen (2008:64) accounts for François Marie’s partaking in this matter. That there was a both long-standing and
immediate prelude to the mission fulfilled by François Marie in presenting the controversy at his visit to Rome
1703 has also been demonstrated by Aranha (2010:93–97) There was in 1702 an expedition of Italian Capuchin
missionaries to the French king, who seems to have given his royal support to the Capuchins by contacting the
Curia in Rome.
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missionary practices, judged to be too close to the rites of the gentiles. 75 He presented his text to the
CPF in March 1703, as a separate errand following his presentation of the dictionary for printing.
This piece of work was approved by the CPF and printed in 1704.76 The general background was a
flare-up in François Marie’s time of long-standing conflicts between various groups of missionaries in
India – especially between Jesuits and Capuchins – concerning the extent to which the missionaries
could adapt to native customs in their preaching and rituals, the issue of the debate being the so-
called Malabar rites.77 François Marie actually came to be more remembered for his pamphlet and his
take on the case of the Capuchins than for his linguistic work.

2.3 François Marie de Tours’ assignment to missionary work in Tibet

In 1703 it was decided in Rome about resuming missionary work in Tibet. The Capuchins were com-
missioned for this,  replacing the Jesuits there who were expressly asked to resign from the task,
which had previously been carried out by them for around 50 years from 1629.78

From the minutes of the Congregation, it can be gleaned that this change of missionary liability
was – at least to some extent – the effect of yet another project that François Marie expressly pursued
on the same visit to Rome in 1703. He proposed that three new missions should be established in In-
dia: una nel Gujarat e Sindh, l'altra a Bijapur e Golconda e la terza nel Tibet.79 The first two requested
missionary assignments in India did not come to pass; the Holy See approved only the third one to
Tibet. Part of the decision made on 14 March in Rome was that the Capuchin order should be com-
missioned for the task, and it was decided that Lhasa would be made a branch of the Indian mission
in Chandernagore.80 The outcome of François Marie’s proposal was that he was appointed to the
group charged with carrying out the commission to Tibet.81

To the decision seems also to have contributed that the CPF was reluctant to send François Marie
back to India, probably enjoined by the Holy See to solve the ongoing conflict in India between Jesuit
and Capuchin missionaries. There was not only the question of mutual accusations about the rites,
but a difficult and long-standing conflict between the two orders about which one should be the main
party responsible for the mission in South India.82 In fact the new Capuchin assignment to Tibet

75 A summary of the content of François Marie’s tract against the Jesuits is given by Aranha (2015:336–338).
76 François Marie de Tours, Questions proposées (1704). François Marie seems to have been tasked with writing the pam-

phlet from the Capuchins in Pondicherry. The text was – as reported in the introduction to the booklet – presented
to the secretary Fabroni of the Congregatio on 7 March 1703 and over the following days the question was handled
by the different authorities including the Pope on 14 March. The text was finalized for print in July of the same year.

77 The longstanding conflict between the two powers, France and Portugal, appears also to have had a political-eco-
nomic background as a competition between the two colonial powers and it was as such not settled until the end
of the 18th century. Hambye (1997:211–237). For details see also Jann (1915:412–414, 473–475). The involvement
in the matter by François Marie and the interference by the Holy See are extensively examined by Aranha (2010;
2015) and the role of François Marie also by Kaschewsky (2020:33–35).

78 Petech (1952–1953 and 1954–1956) gives a detailed account with sources of Tibet as a field for missionary work.
For the period in question, see also Jann (1915:380–393, chapter on “Die apostolische Präfektur von Tibet (1704–
1745). Da Terzorio (1932) deals with the mission to Tibet with many references to François Marie as quite an im-
portant person.

79 Petech (2:1 1952–1953:XXXV). In the CPF Archive there exists a memorandum on this matter by François Marie
(SC vol. 8, 1701–1704, fol. 534a), the unico documento expounded by Petech as the starting point for the Capuchin
mission in Tibet.

80 Chandernagore in West Bengal was from 1676 a center for French trade and for missionary work, even to Tibet;
the apostolic prefect resided there for most of the time up until 1950.

81 The  development  of  the  undertaking  can  be  followed  in  the  registration  of  records  from 1704  in  Streit  &
Dindinger (1931:13–15, item 54–60).

82 The Jesuits contested the priority of the Capuchins, given by the Pope in 1699, which was one of the causes of François
Marie’s journey to Rome in 1702; the conflict was not officially resolved until 1751. Stephen (2008:62–65). François
Marie’s participation in the conflict is, as mentioned above, considered by Aranha 2010 and 2015 and Kaschewsky 2020.
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could also be – and has been – interpreted as a dismissal of the Capuchins and François Marie, the di-
rect spokesman for the Capuchin side through his pamphlet. This would then represent an outcome
of the controverse, and the Jesuits did in fact exert a considerable influence in Rome. They are also re-
ported to expressly have resigned from their old responsibility for the mission in Tibet and even to
have lobbied for François Marie to conduct the new Capuchin mission there – either as a consolation
or to get rid of him.83

The official position in the matter is expressed in the document  Notizia appended to the The-
saurus, which includes, as it would appear, a somewhat reluctant withdrawal of the Jesuits:

Non potendo però gl'Avversari competere con un veterano Missionario quà venuto ben munito di doc-
umenti in favore della sua causa, si appigliarono al partito di farlo onorevolmente slontanare (= s’allon-
tanare) da Roma. Rinunziarono istanto al sommo Pontef. Clement XI. la Missione del gran Tibetto, che
fin dell'Anno 1626 il loro Padre Antonio Andrada Portoghese avea (sic) aperta in Caparanque, e man-
tenutavi circà 30 Anni, e di poi abbandonata, suggerendo al Pontefice di sostituirvi i PP. Capuccini.84

The conflict between the Jesuits and Capuchins in South India endured, especially due to the in-
subordination towards Rome of the Jesuit bishop of Mylapore. This conflict seems also to have been
manifested in the missionary situation in Tibet in subsequent times.85

In any case, one of the results is that from this point onwards, more light is shed on the person
François Marie. The last decades of François Marie’s life, his mission in Tibet and his death in Patna
in 1709,  are recorded in detail,  with the whole  Tibet mission project  being relatively well  docu-
mented.86

From the available records it is well known that the Tibetan enterprise was, despite the loss of
many members of the original expedition, after a certain delay successfully accomplished by François
Marie together with an Italian Capuchin Brother, Giuseppe da Ascoli. François Marie has been given
most of the credit for having fulfilled the adventurous mission, starting with the embarkation in
Livorno on 6 May 1704.87 During the hardships of the journey most of the companions – three of four
Italian Capuchin friars and a layman from Paris – died one by one, so that other brothers were later
sent as new assistants from Rome. Being well-informed about India and its languages, François Marie
had been appointed a guide for the Italian friars, a task he maintained even when new missionaries
arrived.  He and da Ascoli  started their  mission by staying at  various places  in India,  – Madras,
Pondicherry, Surat and finally Chandernagore and Patna – an adventurous journey even involving a
shipwreck on the west coast of India. It was not until January 1707 that they left Patna to travel to Ti-

83 Aranha (2015:338) expresses “that after the suppression of the Jesuits, the deployment of François Marie was in -
terpreted as a plot by the Society of Jesus to remove him from Rome.”

84 BN840, vol. 2:420 (Notizia). In translation: “However, the adversaries, who could not compete with an old mission-
ary who had arrived here well equipped with documents in favour of his cause, resorted to the possibility of mak-
ing him leave Rome with honour. They immediately relinquished to the High Pope Clemens XI the mission in the
greater Tibet, which at the end of year 1626 their Portuguese Father Antonio Andrada had opened in Caparanque
and maintained for about 30 years, and, when it was later abandoned, had suggested to the Pope to be replaced by
the Capuchin fathers.”

85 As soon as a few years later, after 1712, the missionary field of Tibet was claimed by the renowned Italian Jesuit,
Ippolito Desideri, a prolific writer on Tibetan and Indian matters, together with his Portuguese Brother, Manoel
Freyre. They arrived in Lhasa in 1716. Rome, however, decided once again to send the Capuchins in 1732 – mainly
the Italian. Petech (vol. 5, 1954–1956:XV–XVIII).

86 Particularly of da Terzorio (1932) and Petech (1952–1953). Such documents as reports and letters which account
for the involvement of François Marie are available, including some autographic letters by him.

87 The enterprise is overall presented by Kaschewsky (2020:35–40). The role of François Marie, both his passage to
Tibet, his detour in India and the first years of the Capuchin mission in Tibet, are all well documented as much
detailed as the sources allow by Luciano Petech (vol. 2:1, 1952–1953:XXXVIII–XLVIII). There has been some criti -
cism on the work of Petech, but it presents lots of primary material from the Vatican archives, such as letters and
reports. Passages in Italian from the letters are here quoted after Petech.
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bet.88 The hardship that François Marie encountered on his mission and his ultimate end is recounted
in a letter to Rome, written in Lhasa on 20 June 1709 by the Capuchin friar Giuseppe da Ascoli, who
together with Giovanni da Fano took over the responsibility for the Capuchin mission in Tibet after
François Marie. The Tibetan enterprise was François Marie’s final larger undertaking. In January 1709
he carried through his wish to return to the Surat, but on his way back from Tibet he died in Patna in
the month of May after some time of illness. da Ascoli and da Fano report to Rome what happened:

[…] tedio della miserabile vita ch’erano costretti a menare per la scarsezza del danaro / rimasto loro
dalle orribili avanie patite nel viaggio, e dalle sue habituali infermità, per le quali fortemente temeva
non l’havessero a render inhabile, se più aspettava, al ritorno; o che disperasse di poter in breve tempo
esser soccorsi, volle a tutti i modi partire nel mese di gennaio del 1709 per ritornare alle sue missioni
dell’Indie in Surat. Ma arrivato che fu a Patna, qualche tempo dopo il sudetto arrivo morì nel mese di
maggio…89

Giovanni da Fano adds in another letter, written in Chandernagore on 28 July 1709,  that François
Marie died at the British fortress (dentro la fortessa de’ Signori Inglesi). (Petech 1952–1953 (2:1):47)

A comment on François Marie de Tours’ qualifications

Contemporary records that bear witness to François Marie’s achievements are scarce, but some of the
letters preserved are from François Marie’s fellow Capuchin missionaries in Tibet. Some of these let-
ters to  Rome contain  complaints  over the hardships  of  the missionary work in  Tibet  and about
François Marie personally. It could be that certain negative assertions about his personality were
caused by the fame he had acquired through his articulation of criticism against the Jesuits, which
would have made it easy to complain about him to Rome. The fact that from the outset he had been
the only French Capuchin friar in this mission to Tibet among Italian friars might also have contrib-
uted. Indeed, Petech characterizes François Marie as the guide in the Tibetan enterprise, defining him
as [p]ilota del resto non molto abile nè discreto. Fortemente nazionalista, tanto da suscitare il malumore
dei suoi compagni […] and furthermore not good at economising. Petech, however, concludes his per-
sonal description: Ma con tutti i suoi difetti, non bisogna disconoscere al P. Francesco Maria da Tours il
merito di avere ideata, organizzata e condotta alla meta la prima spedizione dei missionari cappuccini
nel Tibet.90

In any case, there is certainly more evidence than his Hindustani grammar and dictionary to bear
witness to François Marie being a person who was a dedicated, active, and rather proficient linguist.91

This is also especially clear from how he structures his grammar and from his prefaces to the The -
saurus and the Grammatica, in which he reflected on the language as well as linguistic didactics. The

88 The journey through India on the way to Tibet is described in a letter by François Marie’s own hand (CPF, SC =
Scritture  riferite  nei  Congressi,  vol.  10,  1707–1708,  fols.  584–589).  A fragment  is  published  by Petech  (1952–
1953:34–35). A report on the journey from Patna to Nepal was sent by Giuseppe da Ascoli from Nepal to the Ca -
puchin Superior, (addressed as Osservandissimo) 8 March 1707. Petech (1952–1953: 5–30).

89 Petech (1952–1953:44–45). In translation: “[…] weariness of the miserable life that they were constrained to live
through scantiness of money they had left, from the terrible taxes imposed during the journey, and from his usual
weakness, because of which he strongly feared that he should be incapacitated, if he delayed his return; or that he
would despair about being rescued soon, anyhow he wished to depart in the month of January 1709 in order to
return to his mission in India in Surat. But when he had arrived at Patna, he died sometime after the same arrival
in the month of May […]”

90 Petech (2:1, 1952–1953:XXXVIII). In translation: “A guide all in all not very skillful or cautious. Highly a national -
ist, so much as to provoke his fellows”. There follow remarks of “a bad temper” but the testimony ends positively.
”But with all his shortcomings it cannot be denied Father François Marie the merit of having conceived, organized
and achieved the goal, the first expedition for Capuchin missionaries in Tibet.”

91 An estimation of François Marie’s character is given by Jann (1955:387): "der unternehmungslustige P. François
Marie de Tours" when he in Patna and via Nepal started his difficult expedition to Tibet in 1706 together with
Giuseppe d’Ascoli and the layman Fiagro from Paris.
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criticism of his scholarly competence issued by  Paulinus a S. Bartholomæo in 1792 claiming that
François Marie did not have any knowledge about Sanskrit, which for Paulinus was the only rightful
and correct Indian language, must be seen as biased and unjustified.92

Franciscus  Maria  Dictionarium hoc  in urbe Surate  composuit,  nempe secundum linguam quae ibi
obtinet, et quæ certe non est lingua sacra Samscrdamica mater, sed nationalis et genitlitia illius gentis a
Samscrdamica descendens, ac proinde corrupta et multis vocabulis Persicis et Arabicis inquinata.93

It is informed by François Marie himself in his preface to the Thesaurus about his preparations for
collecting Indian words that he in many cases was informed by the Brahmins and that through them
he has renewed the study of the language in writing and reading (Indiana vocabula, quæ multa ex ip-
sis acceperam Bracmanibus, et quod sub illis linguæ scriptioni ac lectioni studium novaveram). More-
over, it is very clear that François Marie has structured the Devanāgarī alphabet in the phonological
part of his grammar according to Sanskrit grammar.94

Apart from his occupation with Indian languages and his witnessed interest in Tibetan there are
indications that François Marie knew Arabic, Persian and Turkic languages; no direct hint has been
found about Armenian which could also have been a language of importance at the time in these
places. François Marie is even said to have acted as a skilled interpreter of these languages. This
might well be possible if his initial posts as a missionary were at the stations in Diyarbakir and Isfa-
han, perhaps also in Aleppo, where he also sojourned during his travels between Rome and India.

In a letter dated 1 December 1707 François Marie intimates that to start missionary work you have
to be acquainted with the indigenous culture and language (… ci applichiamo ad imparare la lingua
loro, per penetrare la loro religione, e sopra di questo deliberare ciò ci sarà da fare .).95 The interest as well
as his skill and experience in linguistic matters is in this case indicated by the fact that during his
short stay in Tibet, François Marie worked together with Giuseppe da Ascoli on both a grammar and
a dictionary of Tibetan.96 In a letter by his own hand, sent from Lhasa in 1708, he also mentions that

92 Kaschewsky (2020:31–33) reports on the judgment of Paulinus a S. Bartholomæo (1792:57–60). On Paulinus a S.
Bartholomæo (1748–1806) and his writing, Streit & Dindinger (1931:187ff., item 673). Paulinus was an Austrian
Carmelite missionary, who after some time in South India became in charge of papal editorial work in Rome, es-
pecially for Indian matters. He is renowned for publishing the first European Sanskrit grammar in 1790.

93 Paulinus a S. Bartholomæo (1792:59). In translation: “François Marie composed this dictionary in the town of
Surat, indeed according to the language he there acquired, which certainly is not the holy mother language San-
skrit but that people’s national and popular/common one derived from Sanskrit, furthermore corrupted and de-
filed by many Persian and Arabic vocables.” Paulinus on the other hand gives to François Marie positive credit,
noting: … Franciscus Maria Turonensis, qui in urbe Surate voluminosum conscripsit vocabularium Indostanum, The-
saurus linguæ Indianæ inscriptum, quod extat in bibl. S. Cong. de Prop. Fide num. XIII. Paulinus a S. Bartholomæo
(1794:193).

94 That François Marie was unacquainted with Sanskrit as Paulinus a S. Bartholomeo claims cannot be confirmed or
rejected by this. Anquetil Duperron, also criticized by Paulinus, used the European way of alphabetizing which
might in comparison anyhow indicate that he was less familiar with Indian languages than François Marie who
was proficient in the Indian way.

95 Petech (2:1, 1952–1953:35). In translation: “[…] here we practice learning their language, to understand their reli -
gion, and moreover to consider what should be performed here.”

96 The dictionary is closely described by Petech (2:1, 1952–1953:XCI–XCII). Simon (1964:85) on the dictionary. It was
based  on  Latin  vocabulary,  later  completed  by  Domenico  da  Fano,  the  responsible  missionary  successor  to
François Marie in Lhasa and to the Capuchin order and it was brought to Rome by him in 1714. It is so far identi-
fied as the first European lexical work on Tibetan. Regarding the manuscript, Simon informs us that it “contains
about 2,500 words in Tibetan script and an indication of the pronunciation”; in the preface it is stated that due to
poor circumstances the authors “could not afford to engage Tibetan teachers.” The dictionary was forgotten, but it
has now been confirmed to exist among the Tibetan manuscripts in the BnF, Paris (Fonds Tibétain 542; there is
also an incomplete copy in Man.Tib. 486). But the content of the manuscript was probably already used at an early
stage as a basis for subsequent printed Tibetan dictionaries. In the case of a Tibetan grammar there seems not to
be any later mentions, but perhaps it might be traced in some introductory grammatical sections to later dictio -
naries.
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in Tibet he uses both Indian and Turkic languages since they are known to the Kalmyks, who he
ranks as Tatars (both being Mongol people):  la lingua indiana, la lingua turchesca ci puol'anco ben
servire tra li Kalmaks, che sono li Tartari.97 He adds notes about the linguistic situation and his own in-
terest in recording languages and refers again to the special, now nearly finished work on a Tibetan
dictionary:

Ci corrono due lingue, una del paese e l’altra delli Kelmaki o Socbos o vero Tartari. Ci applichiamo
giorno e notte ad imparare quella del paese, ne abbiamo di già quasi terminato un dizionario di latino e
di detta lingua in latino; ne resterà qui una copia per servire alli religiosi che verranno, ne porterò
meco un’altra da presentare a Roma e far vedere la mia indefessa fatica, quantunque non possiamo an-
cora parlare. Il R. P. Gioseppe ed io sappiamo leggere e scrivere e scriviamo noi stessi li nostri dizionari,
e gli sarà di gran giovamento alla religiosi nuovi che / attendiamo.98

A further piece of information on François Marie in his quality as a Capuchin is that he, as  was
common among the Capuchins, at least for certain periods, acted as a physician in the company of
missionaries. Thus, François Marie notes himself in a letter from Lhasa on 1 December 1707: Fra tanto
viviamo con tutta libertà con l’abito capucino, facciamo la medicina alli grandi e alli piccioli. Ho guarito
is secondo lama del Regno…99 In a letter from 27 January 1708, da Ascoli notes using positive words
that François Marie practises medicine with efficiency, honour, and respect: Il R.P. Francesco Maria es-
ercita la medicin con utile, onore e stima.

3 The history of the Paris MSS of Thesaurus

3.1 The history of the Thesaurus from 1703 to 1815

The background to the story of the Thesaurus is what François Marie himself has told in the intro-
duction, that his preparatory work had lasted over a period of twenty years. The journey of the The -
saurus throughout history then truly starts with the author’s presentation in Rome in 1703.

The original document Notizia del autore from 1704 in the Thesaurus MS, informs about the origi-
nal Thesaurus being received and saved for the CPF library that year.100 This archival document was
then surely read by interested scholars, and likely most of the remarks and additional notes in the
original MS (BN840) were entered during the 18th century.

97 Petech (2:1, 1952–1953:39–40) from a letter dated 27 January 1708, containing a vivid description of Tibet (CPF,
SC, vol. 10, 1707–1708, fols. 481–483). Kalmyks and Tatars belonged to the Mongols and Sog-pos are Tibetan for
Mongolian – Sog is a district in Tibet. Most of such Mongolian groups did acquire and use Turkic languages.

98 In translation: “There are in use two languages, one of the country and the other among the Kalmyks or Mongo -
lians (Sog pos) or the Tatars. Here we spend day and night learning the language of the country, in this regard we
have already almost finished a Latin dictionary, of the language we mentioned into Latin; there will be one copy
of it here to serve for the missionary monks who will come, I will take another with me to present in Rome and
let my indefatigable labour be seen, even though we cannot yet speak (the language). P. Giuseppe and I know
how to read and write, and we have written our dictionaries ourselves and it will be of great benefit for the new
missionary monks whom we are expecting.”

99 Petech (2:1, 1952–1953:35), in translation: “In so far, we live with all freedom in the Capuchin custom, we practice
medicin for both old and young. I have cured the second Lama of the realm […]”. Da Terzorio 1932, p. 246 men -
tions François Marie as pratico della medicina, and stresses his good reputation: la sua fama di medico valente. Pe-
tech  (2:1,  1952–1953:XLVI)  also  mentions  the  successor  to  François  Marie  in  the  capacity  of  medico:  Il  P.
Domenico da Fano, che aveva preso il posto del P. Francesco Mari come medico […] The Capuchin missionaries at the
time held a tradition to act as physicians but not so much the Jesuits. Sweet (2010:5).

100 The papal library and archive became separated already in the early 17th century, but in what is now at the CPF
designated as Archivio Storico the collections was then called library as well as archive. The separation between
the archival deposits of the missionary activities from its collection of books – to mark that it was also responsi -
ble for the papal printing office – seems to have been accomplished, at least in registers, in the 19th century. More
on the functions of the CPF below, where an account is given of the archives in the Napoleonic time.
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The story thus continues, and after the name of the 1704 certifying Secretary C.A. Fabronus there
is a second note dated 1771, added by another hand on the same leaf. It is written and undersigned by
the secretary of the CPF at that time, Stefanus Borgia, stating that the dictionary was revised the
same year by P. Cassiano da Macerata, Capuchin missionary in Tibet.101 This second certificate re-
counts a first serious effort to adapt the dictionary, after it was composed and presented by François
Marie, and it is of major importance for the rest of the Thesaurus’ story. The addition to the Notizia
(ending the BN840, see Figures 4 and 5) reads:

Il presente dizionario è stato riveduto, ed in pochissime cose corretto dal P. Cassiano da Macerata Cap-
puccino, e già per molti anni Missionario nel Tibett, e prattichissimo della lingua, come apparisce dal
suo Alphabetum Brammhanicum seu Indostanum Universitatis Kasì, stampato in Propaga in quest'anno
1771. In sede S. Roma della Propaganda qto di 20 Agosto 1771. Stefano Borgia Segretario della S. Congne

di Propaga.102

Cassiano da Macerata, also Giovanni Beligatti, who is said to have made certain corrections in the
Thesaurus MS, was acknowledged to be an expert on Indian languages and was responsible for a
publication  at  the  CPF  in  1771  on  Indian  alphabets.103 In  the  introduction  to  his  Alphabetum
Brammhanicum  is found the  earliest currently known reference in print to François Marie’s The-
saurus, nearly six decades after the Thesaurus being mentioned in the minutes from the Holy See in
1704.

The interference of Anquetil Duperron when copying the Thesaurus in 1784

It was the reading of the Alphabetum Brammhanicum from 1771, published at the CPF, that as soon as
in 1773 aroused the interest in the Thesaurus of the well-known Orientalist Abraham Hyacinthe An-
quetil Duperron.104 Anquetil Duperron turns out to be a person of key importance for the story of the

101 On the CPF secretary, from 1789 Cardinal Stefano Borgia (1731–1804), see Orsatti (1996:1–31) and the biographi-
cal article by Metzler (1973b).

102 In translation: “The present dictionary has been revised, and in a few passages corrected by P. Cassiano da Macer-
ata, Capuchin, previously a missionary for many years in Tibet, and quite familiar with the language as is evident
from his Alphabetum Brammhanicum seu Indostanum Universitatis Kasì (Brahmin or Indian Alphabets at the Uni-
versity of Benares), printed at the Propaganda this year 1771. In the Holy See of Rome from the Propaganda this
day 20 August 1771. Stefano Borgia Secretary of Sacra Congregatio di Propaganda.”

103 Beligatti’s publication 1771 is about Indian typefaces presented by the Capuchins for the first time for the use of
the CPF, according to the dedication to the Pope, Clemens XIV (1705–1774, Pope from 1769) (Alphabetum nationis
Indostanicæ ecultæ missionibus  Apostolicis  familiæ Franciscanæ Capuccinorum quod typis  Sacræ Congregat.  de
Propag. Fide nunc primum sua cura excusum est) and it is brought about by Stephanus Borgia. The publication was
compiled by Cassiano Beligatti, O. Cap., Giovanni Beligatti (1708–1791). As a friar he held the name Cassiano da
Macerata (Cassianus Belgatius Maceratensis ex Capuccinorum Familia).  He was a later successor to François
Marie, like him having an interest in languages and sent as a missionary to Tibet in 1738, where he stayed until
the mission was expelled in 1742; he then became a missionary in Nepal and Bengal until 1756. Back in Rome, his
task was to educate missionaries for India. See Petech (2:1, 1952–1953:LXI and so forth). The description of the
Devanāgarī alphabet by Cassiano should be investigated as to if or how far he has drawn on the phonological part
of the grammar and dictionary by François Marie at the CPF Archive; the dictionary he even is confirmed by Ste-
fano Borgia to have completed. Would it be possible that at that time the complete grammar dated 1704 (= Rome
MS:2) by François Marie was still bound together with the dictionary, then perhaps deemed to be a mere appendix
to the Thesaurus and useful in his teaching? Beligatti da Macerata had in 1759 at the CPF also published Alphabe-
tum Tibetanum Missionum Apostolicum commodo editum to be followed in 1773 by Alphabetum Tangutanum sive
Tibetanum in collaboration with the scholar Amadutius. Even in this case Amadutius had the possibility to profit
from the preliminary work on Tibetan by François Marie. It should be noted, however, that he neither mentions
the original phonological introduction to the Thesaurus nor any prefaces by the author.

104 The person and Oriental scholar Anquetil Duperron (1731–1805) is portrayed by Schwab 1934, Jacques Anquetil
2005, and by Kieffer 1983, the latter concentrating on Anquetil Duperron’s work in India. Of importance to under-
stand the complicated role of Anquetil Duperron in his scholarly and cultural age is the article by J-P. Filliozat 2005.
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Thesaurus, providing the clue to the location in Paris of the Thesaurus MSS. As a person involved
first hand, he has himself reported on his concern with the Thesaurus in a letter written by his own
hand, duplicated and added to both Paris MSS.

However, it is not so much the name of Cassiano da Macerata that is important here. The publica -
tion on Indian alphabets compiled by him and printed in Rome in 1771 by the CPF, contains a preface
by the superintendent for the printing at the CPF, Iohannes Christophorus Amadutius (Amaduzzi). 105

It is he who describes the Thesaurus in the beginning of section VI of his preface to the learned
reader, lectori erudito. In the preface he reviews manuscripts at hand at the CPF, written with Oriental
typefaces.

In one passage (pp. XVI–XVII), Amaduzzi presents the MS in the Library of the papal College of
Urban VIII for missionary work as a work authored by François Marie. As Amaduzzi informs, the au-
thor prepared the lexicon which he had left as a gift to the CPF in 1704 during the mission in Surat,
which was assigned to him (… Lexicon MS. Linguæ Indostanicæ in Bibliotheca Collegii Urbani de Pro-
paganda Fide, quod Auctorem habet Franciscum M. Turonensem ex Capuccinorum Familia, qui ipsum in
Suratensi Missione, quæ eidem erat concredita, concinnavit, ac dein dono dedit Sacræ huic nostræ Con-
gregationi …).

Amaduzzi then describes the Thesaurus’ formal outlook well, and it is possible to recognise it as
the present original Thesaurus MS. He describes the page openings, each with four columns and
presents their contents. For the transcribed Hindustani words in the last column Amaduzzi also re-
marks that they are adapted to French pronunciation.106

Singulæ paginæ duabus instructæ sunt columnis, quarum una exhibet voces Latinas alphabetico ordine
dispositas, altera Indostanicas Nagaricis apicibus exaratas, atque unaquæque columna XXV vocabula
continet. In opposita vero pagina duabus pariter columnis distincta habentur explanationes vocum hac
ratione, ut prima columna Latinas voces exponat charactere et idiomate Gallico, altera vero Gallico
pariter charactere voces Indostanas, quantum potis est, exprimat.107

From these  references  to  Beligattis  survey  from 1771  of  Indian  alphabets  in  the  preface  by
Amaduzzi we may proceed to the circumstances at the end of the 18th century, reported in the letter
by Anquetil Duperron which is added to both Paris MSS. The course of events at this stage of the
story of  the  Thesaurus  MS is  clear.  At  the request of  Anquetil  Duperron,  which seems to have
reached Rome April  14,  1783,  the dictionary was sent from the Holy See in Rome to Paris.  The
spokesman and guarantor of the loan before the Pope was the French minister of foreign affairs,
Count Vergennes and the intermediary in Rome was Cardinal Bernis. 108 In Anquetil Duperron's own

105 Giovanni Cristofano Amaduzzi (Johannes Christophorus Amadutius) 1740–1792 was a language scholar, profes-
sor of Greek at the Università Sapienza and director of the printing-house of the CPF.

106 Amaduzzi also adds a special remark on the abundance of Indian words so that two or three of them correspond
to individual Latin words (… singulis Latinis vocibus duæ, vel tres, Indostanæ dictiones, quae huius Lingae copia est,
ibidem respondent.).

107 In translation: “Each page is prepared with two columns of which one shows the Latin vocables arranged alpha-
betically, the other one Indian [words] written with nagari letters and each and one column containing 25 voca-
bles. On the opposite page there are explanations of the vocables separated into two similar columns such that the
first column shows the Latin words with the French writing and style, the other expresses the Indian words with
comparable French letters as far as it is possible.”

108 Charles Gravier de Vergennes (1719–1787) and François-Joachim de Pierre Bernis (1715–1794). Schwab (1934:109),
on Vergennes, where the Thesaurus is mistaken to be a Sanskrit dictionary (le seul exemplaire connu en Europe
d’un dictionnaire sanscrit). Here it is also stated that the intermediate in Rome for the loan of the manuscript was
arranged by Vergennes to be the Cardinal Leonardo Antonelli (CPF’s prefect 1780–1795). However, according to
letters to him from Duperron in the Vatican Borgia collection it seems that the secretary of the CPF, Borgia was
also a link to the Pope, since there he mentions … le rapport que vous avez bien voulu faire au Saint Père […]. An-
quetil Duperron’s loan of the Thesaurus was not his only loan from Rome but there were further deliveries of
other manucripts, Dal Borgia, o per intercessione di quest’ultimo, Anquetil ricevette inoltre l’invio di altri manoscritti
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handwritten letter he testifies to his intention and the entire event. The introductory letter on the
matter of the loan from Rome starts with Anquetil Duperron stating that he had spotted the dictio-
nary (une dictionnaire maure-français) back in 1758, or, as he presumes, probably a rough copy of it,
in Surat, where he was working on his translations of Zoroastrian texts. Later, in the 1780s, having
returned to Paris, he came across the reference made by Amaduzzi in  Alphabetum Brammhanorum
about the existence of such a dictionary in the Archive of the CPF. He did by then presume it to be
the dictionary he had seen in Surat, but, as he recounts, probably at that time in the form of a copy
that might have been abridged (La description du Manuscrit me persuada que celui que j'avois vu dans
cette ville, en 1758, n'en étoit qu'une copie, peutêtre abrégée.)109 Anquetil Duperron then admits that he
deeply regretted not having been able to copy the dictionary already in Surat, and now wants to
make an appeal to the CPF to loan the Thesaurus, promising to produce an edition of the work. The
loan was granted from Rome by the Pope and the MS, he recounts, arrived in Paris on 14 December
1783. He reports on his accurate and considerate method of copying, J'ai copié en entier le Thesaurus
Linguae Indianae sans, partout humainement, en omettre un ïota.110 Moreover, Anquetil Duperron also
declares an intention to make it the basis of a dictionary he is planning, a Dictionnaire Maure-Persan-
Français en Latin. He states that according to his given promise the original of the Thesaurus at this
point was being returned to the CPF in Rome after his 4 months of loan on 12 March 1784  in the
hands of count Vergennes. This letter followed the original back to Rome, where it apparently also
came to be pasted into the original Thesaurus MS (Paris BN840) and a copy of it was included in his
own copy of the Thesaurus (Paris BN839). These two copies of the letter are without any doubt both
written by Anquetil Duperron himself, with only minor differences in content. Formally they only
differ in so far that the copy inserted in BN839 is more carelessly written, appearing as a rough draft,
but clearly by the same hand.

Anquetil  Duperron´s  plan  in  copying  the  Thesaurus  is  clear.  He  attests  himself  that  he  had
worked on the copy of the borrowed MS as a preparation for printing.

Il me reste […] à donner au public les dictionnaires indoustan qui sont dans mes cartons, attendant une
simple  rédaction.  L’Europe  savante  jouira  de  ces  ouvrages,  si  le  ciel  m’accorde  encore  quelques
années.111

His intention is mentioned by some of his biographers, who also record that Anquetil Duperron’s
long-standing plan to publish the dictionary collapsed due to a conflict with his publisher in his final
years.112

(Orsatti  1996:19). One of Anquetil Duperron’s biographers, Kieffer (1983:174–175,  footnote 10), mentions Ver-
genne’s role but he connects the information on the Thesaurus to Anquetil Duperron’s ambition to learn Sanskrit.
Neither J-P. Filliozat (2005), nor J. Anquetil Duperron (2005) touch upon his work on the Thesaurus.

109 So far it has not been possible to establish whether the convent of the Capuchins in Surat did in fact keep any
copy of the Thesaurus, or perhaps even a draft left there by François Marie when he departed for Rome with the
manuscript he there presented as ready for printing.

110 In translation: “I have copied the Thesaurus Linguæ Indianæ altogether, as far as possible without omitting a iota
throughout.” In the copy of the letter appended to BN839 he also adds that [j]'ai collationé trois fois ma copie avec
l'original. Anquetil Duperron refers to his loan in other printed works (for example, Anquetil Duperron, 1787:197–
198) and declares that his intention of copying the Thesaurus was a preparation for printing a major dictionary of
Indian languages. Garcin de Tassy (1833:57) is well-informed, when he testifies to the existence of the Thesaurus
at that time.

111 Quoted from Garcin de Tassy (1829:23, Avant-propos, footnote 19, his reference to Anquetil (1798) is not correct).
In translation: “It remains for me to make public the Hindustani dictionaries which are in my boxes, waiting for a
slight editing. Scholarly Europe will take delight in these works if heaven grants me another few years.”

112 Anquetil Duperron’s plan to publish the dictionary is mentioned by some of his biographers. Schwab (1934:127)
quotes what Anquetil Duperron wrote in a letter in 1804 to Baron Silvestre de Sacy that his dictionnaire sanscrit
(sic! as expressed by Schwab, 1934:109) has evaded falling into the wrong hands (tomber dans les mains des impies).
In this Chapter entitled “Le viellard aux yeux fermés” (1934:121–132), Schwab accounts for Anquetil Duperron’s
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Thanks to Anquetil Duperron’s letter and its detailed survey of his endeavours – which also ac-
counts for some changes and additions he himself made in the text – the Thesaurus and its fate is
well known until 1784.113 For the subsequent period, however, many points must be further investi-
gated, in order to solve the special question as to why the original manuscript, if it was returned to
Rome, still exists in Paris. From this point of time the evidence is not clear, but certain assumptions
can be substantiated from further historical information.

The fate of the Thesaurus MSS after it being copied by Anquetil Duperron in 1784

Having now identified the original relationship between the MSS of François Marie’s grammar and
dictionary in Rome and Paris, it is obvious that the loss of knowledge about their relation starts al-
ready at the point of time when the two were separated. Enough information is found in the text in
the MSS and in the added documents to give a good picture of the course of events up until Anquetil
Duperron’s letter in 1784, but from then on, all evidence is external.

In 1784, François Marie’s original dictionary, Paris MS BN840, was then according to Anquetil
Duperron’s promise sent back to Rome. The story of Anquetil Duperron’s copy, the Paris MS BN839,
is quite another in the following period than the one of the original; the copy seems clearly to have
remained in Paris, stored as a manuscript and moreover, despite Anquetil Duperron’s own intention,
it was never forwarded for printing.

Concerning the subsequent story of the Thesaurus first it must be stated that there occurs in fact
one reference 12 years later to the dictionary in a printed text that confirms that the Thesaurus was
present in Rome after 1784. Paulinus a S. Bartholomæo, as shown above, refers to the dictionary in
1792 in his inventory of Indian manuscripts in the CPF library and discusses it  in detail (Paulinus a S.
Bartholomæo 1792:57–60). He numbers it as MS no. XIII in the library. He does not mention any pref-
aces by François Marie or any added explanation of the Indian phonology but relies wholly in terms
of his information concerning the Thesaurus on the two documents, mainly on Fabroni’s Notizia and
on the letter by Anquetil Duperron.114 He is well informed about the role of Anquetil Duperron re-
garding the Thesaurus and takes the opportunity to criticize his lack of knowledge of Sanskrit.115

The concern is hence to find out what happened to the original dictionary after the last date when
its existence in Rome is recorded, that is 1792. This phase of its history as far as up to the 21st cen -
tury is difficult to ascertain, but some hypothetical assumptions may be possible.

hardships at the last years of his life, including troubles with his publishers. Kieffer (1983:174–175) seems (like
Schwab) wrongly have identified the language of the Thesaurus as Sanskrit, due to Anquetil Duperron’s aim at
learning Sanskrit.  In a footnote Kieffer accounts for the loan of manuscript from Rome, and, like Schwab, he
seems only to have knowledge of Anquetil Duperron’s copy at the BnF (839 = Indien 200, in Fonds Anquetil, even
defined by Kieffer (1983:367). He also mentions (1983:174 and 367) as it seems, another manuscript, dictionnaire
sanskrit en caractères bengalis, avec traduction latine et française (B.N.–N.A.F. 8881).

113 Anquetil Duperron’s role concerns only the Thesaurus and there is no indication that he would have any sort of
knowledge about the grammar by François Marie.  Even though the role of Anquetil Duperron in preserving
François Marie’s Thesaurus was significant, and he conscientiously copied the original together with the informa-
tive certificates by the secretaries at the CPF, he does in fact not seem to have been particularly interested in the
question of the author's identity and circumstances.

114 Referring to the Notizia, when presenting François Marie, Paulinus a S. Bartholomæo (1792) gives the page 424
which better could be corrected to 426 as in BN840. In the copy made by Anquetil Duperron, BN839, it is located
at page 420.

115 As a flare of general disagreements Paulinus maintains that Anquetil Duperron’s mistakes in certain respects in
his work on the Thesaurus could depend on poor knowledge of Sanskrit, even, as mentioned above, somewhat
taunting François Marie for the same. About Anquetil Duperron Paulinus claims that he had never read any San -
skrit grammar or lexicon (cum nec grammaticam nec vocabularium Brahmanicum umquam legerit). Such a slander
of Anquetil Duperron seems to have survived, despite his acknowledged importance in Indian studies, repeated
for example, by Halbfass (1990:65 bis).
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Firstly, if, at the initial stage when François Marie presented the Thesaurus in Rome, the introduc-
tion was the preamble to the Thesaurus, the year 1783 would best be proposed as the date of the pref-
ace being separated from the Thesaurus itself. The MS that the clerks of the Archive that year sent to
Anquetil Duperron in Paris, through oversight or intentionally, was only the major bulk of pages of
the dictionary, containing the extensive list of lexemes without the original author’s introduction.
That they merely removed the lexical part directly from an archival volume that existed then can be
inferred from the obvious gap in the Rome MS as introduced in the initial description of it above, in-
dicated by the catch word THESAV ending the Rome MS:1 (321v/36).116 The Thesaurus introduction
that remained in Rome (Rome MS:1) is not mentioned in any later references to the Thesaurus, and
was most certainly not at all known by Anquetil Duperron.117 As shown below, the introduction and
the grammar in Rome seem not have been known also by the scholars who discovered the Paris MSS
of the Thesaurus in the mid-twentieth century.

Moreover, any grammar by François Marie at the CPF in Rome is not mentioned in their own reg-
isters. Neither Amaduzzi in 1771, nor Paulinus a Bartholomæo in 1792, refer to any other works by
François Marie than the Thesaurus. Amaduzzi is only interested in describing the layout of the pages
in the Thesaurus and what Bartholomæo writes down – after the Thesaurus’ first four-month stay in
Paris – only concerns the readings (and, in his view, misreadings) of words in the Thesaurus.118

If not due to negligence by the acting archivists, a possible explanation might be that the grammar
and the dictionary were held together, but with the dictionary first in the MS volume it would be easy
to miss that the pages following the Thesaurus comprised a proper grammar; thus, it might perhaps
have been deemed as only a kind of postscript to the dictionary. Such might be a possible explanation
at least for Amaduzzi, but in the case of Bartholomæo, who knew about the journey of the Thesaurus
to Paris and back, the explanation could instead be that the dictionary was not at all  kept together
with the grammar upon its return, as it must have been before the Paris episode.

On this basis it seems necessary to find some other explanation for the presence today of the real
Thesaurus in Paris and not in Rome. The possibility of understanding what happened must start with
considering the historical situation and its significance for the culture in France and Italy in the pe-
riod after 1792, as well as what followed the passing of Anquetil Duperron in 1805. In the following
decades there was, as is well known, a special political situation between Rome and France, and this
also affected the ownership of cultural objects.

The course of events in the time of Napoleon
In France in the 1790s we find ourselves in the period of the rise of Napoleon. In the aftermath of the
revolution in 1796, Napoleon was elected chief commander of the French army in Italy, before being
crowned emperor of France eight years later in 1804. A look at the politics of Napoleonic and post
Napoleonic times reveals facts concerning how European cultural heritage was handled, which could
possibly clarify the localisation of individual cultural artefacts, including books and manuscripts.

To understand the situation, it is necessary to review available information on the general course
of events during the time of Napoleon as far as his intentions for comprehensive political dominance
of France were concerned, including the culture in general, as well as the church and the localization

116 The numbering of pages in the MSS, and other differences between Rome MS:1 and Rome MS:2 also give corrobo -
rating indications.

117 As mentioned above, in lack of guidance for the reader Anquetil Duperron even found it necessary to present a
short introduction on the alphabet used the Thesaurus.

118 It should be mentioned that Paulinus a S. Bartholomæo (1792:76) also refers in no. XXXV to an Introductio ad lin-
guam Indostanam at the CPF library, and says that it seems to be a minor work of some missionary Capuchin Rev-
erend Father of Northern India (opusculum esse videtur cuiusdam R.P. Capuccini Indiæ Borealis Missionarii) , but no
name is given and since it is not written with Indian characters and includes a chapter on Indian phrases for time
concepts, it is very unlikely that this would be the authentic grammar by François Marie now found in Rome.
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of its centre.119 One part of Napoleon’s explicit planning followed the idea that Paris should also be
the centre of Christianity. From the time of the first Concordat in 1801 between France and the Curia
in Rome– a treaty that established the Roman-Catholic creed for France – undersigned by the newly
elected Pope Pius VII up to the never ratified Concordat of 1813 suggested by Napoleon, it seems that
Napoleon’s claims towards the church were constantly increasing.

A decisive turning point came in 1809 when Napoleon completed his occupation of the Italian
states, an essential part of a European dominion, by occupying Rome. He appropriated the papal
state, and furthermore imprisoned the Pope for a time in Florence and Savona in Liguria, regions in-
corporated at  the  time into  France,  and from 1812 in  Paris  (Bindel  1943:28–36,  138–14;  Boudon
2002:263–290). The grand idea was to make France the foremost nation and Paris the capital of the
world, including its religious centre. The suggested renewed Concordat in 1813 designated that the
Pope should reside in Avignon, but the major plan appears at the beginning have been to locate the
Pope and the Holy See in Paris, making Notre Dame the world’s spiritual pivot. Napoleon had previ-
ously started repairing the Cathedral and works were carried out between the years 1809–1814 on
the ancient palace of the Archbishop of Paris adjacent to Notre Dame on L’île de la Cité, designed to
be the residence of the Pope (Bindel 1943:141–142; Boudon 2002:267–268).

The papal archives in the Napoleonic era
Napoleon was at that time gathering cultural treasures from all around Europe and even in the Mid-
dle  East,  to  glorify  his  global  empire.  To  this  history  it  should  be  added  that  collections  of
manuscripts and books were confiscated in many centres by Napoleon in 1809–1810 and by his order
sent to Paris; of particular importance were the treasures of the papal archives in Rome.120

In December 1809 Napoleon issued the order to transport the papal archives to Paris, and this en-
terprise started in early 1810 (Gottlob 1885:276). Upon arrival in Paris, they were allegedly received at
Hôtel de Soubise. During the winter some 400 chariots loaded with archival documents and books set
off from Rome to Paris via Turin.121 The archival records were documented as being well-preserved
upon arrival and for the period when they were kept in Paris. A certain amount of registration and
reorganizing of the material was carried out there during the relatively short five-year period up to
the abdication from the power of Napoleon in May 1814.

After Murat – marshal and from 1808 the King of  Naples – had during a short interregnum
resided in Rome, the Pope Pius VII, who from 1809 had been confined to France, and the Cardinals re-
turned to Rome in 1814 and the papal state was restored. At this point the idea of subordinating
Rome and the Holy See to France was abandoned and consequently the process of restoring the Pope
and his entourage along with the archives to Rome was foreshadowed.

It is crucial to find out for certain what happened in detail around 1815, after Waterloo, when it had
been willingly agreed from the French side that the papal archives should be returned to Rome. Soon
after Waterloo the return to Rome of archival records and books was initiated in Paris and in October
1815 the first shipment of 620 cases was sent, reaching Rome on 23 December, mainly containing ma-
jority of the CPF Archive. At this time, most of the other parts of the papal archives were still in Paris
(Ritzler 1964:49. The rest of the archive and books were sent back from Paris to Rome with one ship-

119 On the intentions and plans of Napoleon regarding religion and religious culture, see Bindel (1940), Bindel (1943)
and Boudon (2002).

120 The most comprehensive description of the Vatican Archives is found in the handbook by Blouin (1998).
121 Bindel (1943:43). For an outline on the archives and Napoleon, see Cuccia (2013) and Ambrosini & Willis (1969:

284–296, chapter 27). Chadwick (1978:1–22) discusses the responsible archivists and the general context of what
happened. It is known that 3,239 chests of archival material were transported by wagon to Paris, where they were
mainly stored in the Archives nationales in Hôtel de Soubise. The most comprehensive description of the case is
found in Ritzler (1964) and an account especially about the material from the CPF in Metzler (1973). The Vatican
Secret Archive also comprises a substantial number of documents on the papal mission (Metzler 1990).
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ment in 1816 and another in 1817.122 The papal archives thus arrived back in Rome in batches between
the years 1815 and 1817. The process of restoring the archives to Rome, however, turned out to be more
adventurous than the first shipment with losses sustained for various reasons.123

Altogether, up until 1817 about 2220 cases containing the papal archive were returned to Rome,
though mit grossen Verlusten und teilweise beschädigt (Ritzler 1964:155). The transportation conditions
were not secure, especially for part of the material sent by sea. Before the return there were also ini -
tiatives to clear out and burn some of the material. Once delivered to Paris from Rome the number of
cases had been higher than the number of those sent back. 124 Moreover, the original order of all the
archives was lost, since the material had been arranged in Paris in such a way that some sections
were separated; such was also the case with the material from the CPF Archive.125

Losses of material from the papal archives were not only due to the events in Paris; there had
been a certain disorder even before the exportation from Rome in 1810. Over the course of time and
closely before and after that date there were losses of archival material due to individuals of the Curia
selling off certain material, for example, what is known as  Offizium and  Lateran Registers (Ritzler
1964:158–159). Some material was even deemed useless and burnt. Moreover, material was distributed
in other ways and at indefinite points in time.126

To conclude, certain material from the archives, including that from the CPF, seems to have been
kept in Paris even once and for all. Later, however, some undelivered parts came to be restored to
Rome, and some material from the CPF Archive was found mixed up with the documents returned to
the Papal Secret Archive.127

The French perspective on the acquisitions of archival material had been stated to a certain extent
already by Bordier (1855) and the papal archives are recorded in a broader collection of cultural ob-
jects. In the survey of all archives located in France after the Revolution, the Napoleonic acquisitions
are played down, and the papal archives do not seem to have been of any prominent importance. It is
pointed out that [o]n y vit (into France) affluer dès l’année 1810 les dépouilles de tous les pays voisins.128

Responsible individuals were sent to various countries, and the special task of investigating the Ital-
ian archives – especially the papal one – was entrusted to the leading French archivist Pierre Dau-

122 There are accurate written reports for those later shipments, accounting for the number of chests and damages
caused by the transportation as well. (Ritzler 1964:157–165).

123 Cuccia (2013), Metzler (1973a:111–113). Ritzler (1964:150, 156–159) gives a precise survey of these events causing losses of
archival material, with an extensive “Anhang”, (Ritzler 1964:160–190), containing sources, i.e., correspondence in French and
Latin from 1815–1817. Metzler (1973a) focuses on the whole story of the CPF and its Archive during the period.

124 Ritzler (1964:145) probably gives a correct and endorsed testimony; elsewhere it is stated that the number of boxes
was 3229.

125 Ritzler (1964:156). On the homepage of the Vatican Archives, it is read: “During the time the documents were in
Paris, the imperial archivists divided the vast amount of material into 16 alphabetical classes and labelled the
boxes, volumes and envelopes with their corresponding letters. Today evidence of this alphabetical labelling is
still apparent. Upon return the documents had been put in disarray and to this day not all the items returned from
Paris are in the right order.” http://vatsecarc.blogspot.se/2009_11_01_archive.html (accessed 8 September 2022).

126 One example is that when it appeared that 74 volumes from the papal archive had been confiscated by Austrian
soldiers and brought to Vienna, that same collection was sent back to Rome as late as 1925 and today it consti-
tutes a separate division of the CPF Archive (Kowalsky & Metzler 1988:68–71.) Another example is the fact that in
Trinity College, Dublin, there are still 13 volumes of the Lateran Registers available today.

127 Metzler (1973a) mentions that most of the CPF Archive was included in the first redelivery of 620 chests, but that
certain documents bound in 46 volumes were missing. Parts of the missing material were recovered later in the
main Vatican Archive. One example to compare with the possible fate of the Thesaurus during these Napoleonic
times is that a special advertisement was issued from the CPF in a letter to Paris, stating that among other materi-
als a Chinese-Latin-French dictionary was missing in what was restored (Metzler 1973a:111).

128 Bordier (1855:18). In translation: “From the year 1810 and beyond flows of booty are seen from neighbour coun-
tries.”
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nou.129 Finally, there is a humble indication of the moral dilemma: Dès la fin de l'année 1815, et dans le
courant de 1816, disparurent d'abord toutes les archives étrangères, si injustement accumulées à l'Hôtel
Soubise.130

An excursus on the Congregatio de Propaganda Fide and its function during the Napoleonic period
For the CPF the course of  events during the first  decades of the 19th century was as follows. 131

Napoleon had realized the possibility of exerting global power through missionary activities and con-
sequently, in line with his growing wish to gain power over the world, he made plans to take over
and control the Catholic missionary work, turning it all into a French business.

The initial phase took place as early as 1798–1800, with the invasion of the papal state in Italy by
the French army, at which point the city of Rome was abandoned. The Pope Pius VI was brought to
France where he died in 1800 and most of the Cardinals were also forced to leave Rome including the
person in charge of the CPF. The obedient French in power in Rome thus closed the CPF as an insti -
tution on 15 March 1800; in a decree on the matter, it is called un établissement fort inutile.132 The CPF
building at Piazza di Spagna was commandeered, the library was plundered, and the intention was
that its archive should be sold as junk. However, the French in charge became victim of an uprising
and the Romans reclaimed care of the CPF archive before reorganizing it. The secretary of the CPF
between 1795 and 1801 during this difficult time was Cesare Brancadoro, who seriously worked on
saving the CPF together with its archive.133 The Cardinal responsible for the CPF during 1802–1804
was the aged Cardinal Stefano Borgia, at that time staying in Padua, and from there the Congregatio
for mission also came to work. The Congregatio’s contact with the missionary stations around the
world were in fact maintained despite the troubled times, and after a time Brancadoro shared this
task with Borgia (Metzler 1973a:89). The archive,  secretly confiscated by the Frenchmen, was avail-
able for the activities of the congregation. When the newly elected Pope Pius VII returned to Rome in
1800, the entire administration of the CPF also returned. Its archive was in disorder due to the unful-
filled French packing plans for Paris, but no items had so far been removed (Metzler 1973a:91).

Stefano Borgia died in Lyons on his way to Paris in 1804 to attend the coronation of Napoleon.
Michele Di Pietro succeeded him as the prefect of the CPF and Domenico Coppola was appointed as
secretary. Work was performed to establish new colleges and to improve the economic situation of
the mission, but then Napoleon interfered. Napoleon started his acts of war against the Italian states
in 1806 and in 1808 he invaded Rome a second time; the first time had been in 1798 when he had de -
posed Pius VI from Rome.

A renewed initiative launched by Napoleon led to the realisation of the transfer of the CPF ar -
chive to Paris, together with the complete papal archive. The CPF as an organisation, however, came
to be favoured since it was politically useful at that time due to its task of conducting missionary
work. The congregation got special treatment and was not completely suspended, as other congrega-
tions were in Rome. When all the Cardinals were commanded to Paris in 1808 and the Pope was ex-
iled at the beginning of the following year, Giovanni Quarantotti was commissioned to take care of
the CPF in Rome. In January 1809, however, it was prescribed that the whole CPF archive should be

129 Pierre  Claude  François  Daunou (1761–1840),  politician  during  the  Revolution,  thereafter  mainly  scholar  and
archiviste.

130 Bordier (1855:22). In translation: ”From the end of the year 1815 and during 1816 did foremost all foreign archives
so unjustly stored at the Palace Soubise disappear.”

131 On the history of the CPF Guilday (1921), Metzler (1973a). Amongst the important activities of the CPF were also
the running of its printing office Henkel (1971) and the management of its Historical Archive (Kowalsky & Metz-
ler 1988:11–18). On the CPF as part of the Vatican Archives, see Blouin (1998:38–62, Chapt. 3.1.6). Metzler (1990)
on archival documents from the papal mission in the Vatican Archives outside the CPF. 

132 Quoted after Metzler (1973a:84).
133 Cesare Brancadoro (1755–1837), Archbishop, from 1801 Cardinal.
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sent to Reims, but shortly after Napoleon changed the destination to Paris. 134 As pointed out above,
the transportation of the papal archives started with the CPF, where100 cases were packed under su-
pervision of the police; this first delivery arrived in Paris in March 1810.135

In the meantime, the administrative situation of the CPF in Rome became uncertain, and the same
year a governing commission was appointed to manage the business; Quarantotti was still in charge
of the spiritual decisions. During the years up until 1814, the CPF and the missionary activities sur-
vived thanks to his efforts, even though difficulties were caused by poor financial support. When the
papal state in Rome was established anew in 1814, decisions about the immediate returning of the ar-
chives were taken in Paris, among them the one at the CPF. The archive and the general situation of
the CPF were not affected by the 100 days of Napoleons return in 1814–1815.

The Thesaurus MSS during Napoleonic times
The adventurous story of the papal archives and their transportations back and forth from Rome to
Paris is of interest when considering the fate of the MSS containing the linguistic works by François
Marie, at least inducing certain assumptions. No clear evidence is to be found, much less any certain
data.

How far was the story of the three MSS – the one nowadays in Rome and the two of the The -
saurus in Paris – really affected by these events? In terms of the MS in Rome, whatever was its ap -
pearance at the time, it is impossible to claim for sure due to the lack of lists of the archival material.
It is, however, not unreasonable to assume that it did indeed make the journey to Paris and back to-
gether with other archival material. In any case, there is no indication that the Rome MS, as it is com-
posed today, was in close connection with the Thesaurus proper at that time.

As for one of the two Paris MSS – Anquetil Duperron’s copy of the Thesaurus, the BN839 – it
seems quite certain that it was never affected throughout all the political events, and nothing points
to it ever leaving its place in the Royal – later National – Library.136

However, as for the third MS, the original Thesaurus that was later signed as BN840, it is quite
certain that part of its history is conditioned by what happened in the time of Napoleon. Most likely
the Thesaurus itself was stored as an independent manuscriptal volume in the archive of CPF after
being sent back to Rome by Anquetil Duperron in 1784. It also seems to have been a separate manu-
script when it was mentioned and described in CPF publications from 1771 and 1792. But from some
time after Napoleon’s rule its location came to be steadily in Paris, even though all close evidence
about time is circumstantial, and conclusions do remain hypothetical. But it seems most likely that,
about 15 years after the journeys the original Thesaurus had made from Rome to Paris and back, it
did, due to Napoleon, share the same fate as all the papal archives, including the CPF archive and that
it was in 1810 transferred to Paris.

When the papal archives were retransferred to Rome about five years later, between 1815–1817, it
is well known that they suffered obvious losses for various reasons. It is not known if the Thesaurus
really was packed to be returned to Rome, but it is known for sure only that it turned up in Paris
later. The best hypothesis would be that when the Vatican material was returned from Paris to Rome
around 1815, the dictionary was kept in Paris. In the case of the Thesaurus, according to its title page
written by a French Capuchin friar it might have been judged to belong to French cultural heritage.

134 Giovanni Battista Quarantotti (1733–1820), proprefect of the CPF 1809–1814, from 1816 Cardinal.
135 Metzler (1973a:102). The boxes from the CPF remained unpacked in Hôtel de Soubise awaiting a new building to

be erected; the first cases came to be kept alongside the more than 3 000 cases that eventually arrived. Ritzler
(1964:145) informs that 117 boxes had been sent in February 1810 from the Secret Archive to Paris.

136 Anquetil Duperron´s biographers agree that part of his manuscripts was left to his friend Baron Silvestre de Sacy
who arranged for them to be handed over to what was known at the time as the “Imperial Library”, as probably
also his copy of the Thesaurus, Schwab (1934:132), J. Anquetil (2005:243). Kieffer does not dwell on the material
legacy of Anquetil Duperron but only mentions (1983:367) Thesaurus 839 (Indien 200) in a list as a copie.
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The presence of library stamps can only broadly indicate that the MS was claimed as a possession of
the Royal Library sometime between 1810 at the earliest and up until 1849 when the Royal Library
was renamed as the National Library.

To summarize, the original MS of the François Marie’s Thesaurus seems to have arrived in Paris
with the transfer of the papal archives ordered by Napoleon in 1809 and delivered 1810, to be placed
in Hôtel de Soubise. Following this, it was for some reason probably not even packed for a return to
Rome, thus also escaping the fate of being lost during the journey there.  There is no indication what-
soever that it could have been returned to Rome and consequently made a third journey back to
Paris. It is, however, impossible to ascertain whether it had a fixed place in the official Library in
Paris between 1810–1815, or even up until 1826, the date for which there is some more information
available.

3.2 Signs of the presence of the Thesaurus after 1815

A scholarly interest in the 19th century

The fate of the dictionary after the times of Anquetil Duperron and Napoleon is,  despite certain
traces left behind, even still more problematic to get hold of than before 1815. However, some random
information on the Thesaurus, both as existing and as lost, can be assembled from various sources. In
the 19th century for a certain time after 1815 there are hints at the existence of the Thesaurus that
conform with information obtained from some notes in the original MS BN840, but still during al-
most the entire 20th century it is mostly mentioned as being lost. An outline of what happened is de -
tailed below in the form of records by year. There is one item of information dated after 1815 that oc-
curs in the original MS BN840 and provides a certain hint about the matter, though it also provokes
many conundrums.

As a background to what follows it should be noted that from the 18th century and enduring up
until the 19th century, especially the French culture, education and scholarship – and, as it seems,
quite often Orientalistics – was particularly bound to the nobility who often owned the resources of
books and manuscripts.137 Close studies of the situation at libraries and archives and private owner-
ship of books and manuscripts in Paris from the time of Napoleon until one and a half century later
could probably provide some more certain indication of the fate of the Thesaurus by François Marie.

1826. On the front endpaper in the Thesaurus, that is only in the original MS BN840, there is a note
at the top-right in the form of a handwritten autograph as a bookplate, see Figure 7. The note refers to a
certain owner of the MS and recounts how it was acquired by him: Ce livre m'avait été cédé par M. le
Baron de Merian, le 1re octobre 1826. The note is undersigned in the same handwriting  J H Klaproth.
Right under the signature some signs have been added that are difficult to interpret.138 This is followed a
little bit further down by a note Hindost 25, which could possibly refer to a private catalogue. At the up-
per edge to the left of the same leaf are noted signs that seem to give some Roman numerals, but they
are also difficult to interpret since written by different hands, some of them erased.139 In between, on the
upper edge, there is also a note Indiano L (or 1), erased by a line through it. When attempting to inter-
pret these annotations, it is necessary to find out about the persons involved and their relation.

The German Orientalist Julius Heinrich Klaproth (1783–1835) was primarily a scholar of Far and
Central Asia, especially languages, but with no documented special interest or work in the field of In-
dian languages.140 Thus, as a start it could well be assumed that he did not possess the MS for schol-

137 For information on French Orientalists in India Subramanyam (2000).
138 They are written by another hand; it could even be in Arabic script.
139 A tentative reading would be L(?)MI(? deleted)IXIIIV, which to me does not seem to make any sense.
140 Dictionnaire  (20082 :541–542), article on Klaproth. More on Klaproth, see Cordier (1923) and Walravens (1999).

Klaproth was one of great linguists of his time, aiming to sort out and classify languages into families and groups.
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arly use. Regarding Klaproth’s life, it is recorded that he carried out scholarly fieldwork in Russia and
Central Asia from 1805, at that time both as a diplomat and scholarly linked to the Academy of St Pe -
tersburg. He left St Petersburg in 1810 with the intention of finding a position in Paris and he eventu-
ally resided there as an independent scholar from 1815 until his death in 1835. At Paris as well as at St
Petersburg he was followed by a bad reputation, one of the reasons being that, in his passion for re -
search, he had laid his hands upon many both books and manuscripts.  According to the dominant
and lasting view of him he was a

[…] savant passionné, mais aussi avide collectionneur. Plusieurs de ses contemporains l’ont en effet
accusé de vols de livres et de manuscrits à Paris, comme à Berlin ou à Saint-Pétersbourg […]141

The renowned Orientalist Silvestre de Sacy mentions him in a letter 1817 (quoted by Cordier 1923)
as a person with talents and knowledge but of dubious morality.

[…] un homme qui ne manque assurément ni de talens, ni de connaissances acquises, mais dont la
moralité, et les principes me sont extrêmement suspects.142

Baron Andreas Adolf de Merian (1772–1828), from a famous Swiss family, was the son of a Mayor
of Basel; he had at a young age emigrated to Austria.143 He was in the diplomatic service for Austria
mainly in Germany and from 1812 in Russia, known there as Baron von Merian. From 1816 he lived
in Paris as a diplomat and private scholar. He was also a language scholar, highly interested in com-
parative studies. He had collected materials and was the actual author of a work on comparative lan-
guage with reference to the origin of the Semitic languages, published by Klaproth 1828.  This book

In 1823 he introduced the term ‘Indo-Germanische Sprachen’ that lasted long after him in German scholarship for
the term ‘Indo-European languages’ which had been introduced in 1813 by Thomas Young.

141 Dictionnaire (20082 :541). In translation: ”a passionate scholar but also a greedy collector. Many of his contempo-
raries accused him in fact of thefts of books and manuscripts in Paris, as well as in Berlin and St. Petersburg […].”

142 Cordier (1923:59). In translation: “a person surely not deprived of talents and of acquired knowledge, but whose
morality and principles seem me to be totally dubious.” Silvestre de Sacy (Cordier 1923:60) mentions both thefts,
for which he had been visited by police in  Paris,  bad female company and he even expresses suspicions of
Klaproth being a spy in Paris for the Prussian government. Klaproth’s latest detailed biographer, Walravens (1999,
and other publications) calls into question the slander by his contemporaries, purporting that the culture of ac-
quiring books etc. at that time was more informal than we deem appropriate.

143 Refardt (1918:76–96) provides a full biography of Merian. 
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bears a preface by Klaproth, where he recounts the demise of the Baron de Merian on 25 April 1828,
just as the book was being put to press. In the preface Klaproth gives some biographic information on
the Baron de Merian, mentioning that he had been in the Russian diplomatic service but had also
been a devoted and excellent researcher. Klaproth stresses his own long-standing acquaintance with
Merian.144 The Thesaurus of the Mogolana language does not, however, seem to have provided any
material for the collection of words in this book or elsewhere in the linguistic books by Merian and
Klaproth.

Thus, from the note in MS840 it is learned that de Merian, legally or otherwise, acquired the origi-
nal Thesaurus MS, probably in Paris, at the earliest during the period 1810–1816, or some time after
settling down in Paris in 1816, and presented it in 1826 to his scholarly partner in Paris Klaproth, who
was also working there at the time. This seems to well confirm that the Thesaurus remained in Paris
when the papal archives were finally in 1815 back in Rome. A suspicion could even be raised that it
came into private possession earlier, at some time after 1810, when it had arrived a second time to
Paris (after Anquetil Duperron’s loan). This could be one of several possible reasons that it was not at
this time returned to Rome. However, so far, no proof is available for such an option. Another yet
more unproven idea would be that it was von Merian who acquired it – or took it – from the Royal
Library merely as a suitable gift to his friend Klaproth given his interest in books and languages.
Tributes to de Merian are generally positive and do not indicate that he shared any kind of bad repu-
tation with his colleague Klaproth in terms of acquiring books and manuscripts.

1829 (and 1833). There are also found references to François Marie’s Thesaurus a few years later
by another French book collector from the same period. Joseph Héliodore Garcin de Tassy (1794–
1848) was a French Orientalist, with a special focus on the Muslim culture in the Indian subcontinent,
as well as the Indian and Persian languages. Garcin  de Tassy presented a textbook for Indian lan-
guage studies in 1829 (completed with additions in 1833), in which he gives a well-informed survey
on what was known and had been studied of the “Hindustani language” at that time in an Avant-pro-
pos with footnotes (with expanded information in additions to both the text and the footnotes). In the
text de Tassy mentions that the oldest grammars and dictionaries for the language by Europeans
were Portuguese, Dutch, Danish and French.

Les Portugais, qui, les premiers des habitans de l'Europe, ont eu des établissemens dans l'Inde, n'ont
point négligé de s'en occuper. Les Hollandais et les Danois ont suivi leur exemple. Les Français ont
aussi  étudié  cette  langue,  surt-tout  à  l'époque où ils  partageaint avec les  Anglais  le  sceptre  de la
puissance dans les Indes.145

He expands on this information in footnotes.146 In one (no. 18), he mentions the grammatical sur-
vey of the langue hindoustani from 1743 by the Dutch David Milius and deems him to be dependent

144 Klaproth also dedicated his major work Asia polyglotta (1823) to “Baron von Merian”, in the dedication mentioned
as Russian imperial cabinet minister and knight.

145 The information about the Thesaurus in Garcin de Tassy (1829) is scattered. The main text here quoted (1829: 22–
23 with footnotes 18–19) refers to a general indication (p. 11) mentioning the Dutch, Danish and French interest
in the language of the Hindous. The quoted text in translation: “The Portuguese who, as the first Europeans, had
establishments in India, have not neglected to devote themselves to it [language education]. The Dutch and the
Danes have followed their example. The French have also studied that language, especially in the period in which
they shared with the English the sceptre of power in India.” To the more precise footnotes 18–19 come further ad-
ditions to the avant–propos of the original Rudimens from 1829 in Garcin de Tassy (1833:56–57). Another later
schoolbook from 1847 by Garcin de Tassy with the resembling title Rudiments de la langue Hindou does not con-
tain any indications of unpublished manuscripts whatsoever.

146 In terms of the Portuguese contribution to studies of the “langue Hindoustani” Garcin de Tassy mentions (1829:22,
footnote 17)  une assez bonne grammaire portugaise-hindoustani  for the use of missionaries printed in Rome in
1778, reprinted in Lisbon in 1805.
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on material from l’ambassadeur hollandais Ketelaar, à la cour du grand Mogul à Agra.147 The Danish
contribution that Garcin de Tassy refers to in the same footnote is the Grammatica Hindostanica from
1740s by Benjamin Schultz[e].148 In the following footnote (no. 19) he refers to some French scholars
and expands particularly on Anquetil Duperron, quoting his not fulfilled promise to publish a gram-
mar and two dictionaries on the Hindustani language. The name of the author François Marie is not
mentioned in the footnote but comes in an addition to the footnote later in the book.  Garcin  de
Tassy’s main early mention of Anquetil Duperron clearly refers to his Thesaurus:

Ces ouvrages précieux n’ont jamais vu le jour; mais le dictionnaire hindoustani-latin-français existe en
manuscrit à la bibliothèque du Roi, au milieu d’un assez bon nombre de manuscrits hindoustani, qui
ont été rapportés des Indes par le même Anquetil,  et par Brueys, Ouessant, Gentil et le célèbre et
malheureux Polier, qui possédait à fond la langue hindoustani. […]149

The original MS BN840 was according to Klaproth’s note on the flyleaf, at that time probably still
in his possession, not returned to the library, and the donor Merian had furthermore died by 1829. It
is not unlikely that Garcin de Tassy, despite the abstruse wording, in fact only refers to the copy
made by Anquetil Duperron (now BN839), even when he recounts that the MS of the dictionary en-
riches the Royal Library and does so in a collection of Anquetil Duperron’s MSS, most likely the
“Fonds Anquetil”. Garcin de Tassy points anyhow to Anquetil Duperron – [l]’illustre Anquetil Duper-
ron – as the main French scholar having been occupied with the Hindustani language when he in Ad-
ditions aux notes de l’Avant-propos adds some further information on the matter:

Le dictionnaire hindoustani – latin – français d'Anquetil Duperron, dont j'ai parlé dans cette note, n'est
qu'une copie du dictionnaire du P. François Marie, missionnaire-capucin à Surate; ouvrage qui, de cette
ville, passa à la bibliothèque de la Propaganda, et qui enrichit actuellement la collection des manuscrits
de la Bibliothèque du roi.150

Altogether, the statements by Garcin de Tassy give a rather vague information on the situation
and there is no indication of either an original or a copy existing in the Royal Library in 1829. How-

147 David Mill (1692–1756), Oriental philologist. Ketelaar’s grammar (1698) is at present known in two manuscript
copies in Dutch, the oldest from 1698 in The Hague and a later one written in Utrecht; there is also an uncomplete
copy from 1714 in Paris. It has been exhaustively explored and edited by Bhatia & Machida (2009) and Pytlowany
(2018) has added a broad survey of its context.

148 Schultze ([1744] 1987; Garcin de Tassy mentions the year as 1745). Benjamin Schultze (1689–1760) was acting as a
missionary at the Danish mission in Tranquebar. It should be investigated as to whether the grammar by Schultze
from 1744,  explicitly intended for missionaries,  could have had any unexpressed relation to the grammar of
François Marie rather than to the grammar of Ketelaar. Bhatia (1987:50–58), Pytlowany (2018:83–90).

149 Garcin de Tassy (1829:23, footnote 19). In translation: “These precious works have never been brought to light, but
the Hindustani-Latin-French dictionary exists as a manuscript in the Library of the King together with a good num-
ber of Indian manuscripts which have been brought back from India by the same Anquetil Duperron and by Brueys,
Aussant, Gentil and the renowned and miserable Polier who mastered thoroughly the Hindustani language.” Brueys
is probably Pieter de Brueys (1750–1783), Dutch merchant in India and collector of Indian objects. Ouessant = Au-
gustin Aussant was an interpreter for the French Company and has, according to Garcin de Tassy (1829:22, footnote
15), in his fonds – mostly Bengali – left among other manuscripts one with a Hindustani grammar and dictionary at
the Royal Library in Paris, judged by Garcin de Tassy to be merely a French translation of John Fergusson’s Hindus-
tani dictionary with a grammar from 1773. Jean-Baptiste Gentil (1726–1799) was an Orientalist colleague to Anquetil
Duperron, assisting him in India. Of the mentioned collectors of Indian manuscripts, the most prominent would be
the Colonel Antoine Louis Henri Polier (1741–1795), who studied Sanskrit texts and whose extensive notes on Indian
religion and culture in two volumes, entitled Mythologie des Indous, were edited 1809 by his cousin, Marie Elisabeth
Polier, Sister of the Augustin Order. His misfortune was allegedly that he was killed in France as a political victim
due to the revolution. See also Polier (1986) in which part of his Mythologie has been edited by George Dumézil.

150 Garcin de Tassy (1829:57, in the additions to footnotes). In translation: “The dictionary Hindustani-Latin-French
by Anquetil Duperron, which I have discussed in this footnote is just a copy of the dictionary of P. François
Marie, Capuchin missionary in Surat, which from this town was passed on to the library of the Propaganda, and
now enriches the collection of manuscripts in the Library of the King.” 
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ever, the existence of the Thesaurus in Paris in some form was at least well known in 1829, thanks to
Anquetil Duperron still being a living legend as an Orientalist.

1835. This year and those immediately following are crucial for tracing the original MS, BN840,
since something must have happened with Klaproth’s rich collection of books and manuscripts when
he passed away in 1835. After a few years, in 1840, his extensive library was for sale according to a
preserved catalogue in two parts, published by the bookseller R. Merlin and available in print in 1839.
The catalogue contains Indian material; however, the Thesaurus is not recorded (Clerc de Landresse
1839). Thus, the original Thesaurus manuscript could at that point, or even earlier, either have been
presented to somebody else or even returned to the Bibliothèque Royale, to which it was intended to
belong according to its stamps.151

1846. During the 19th century scholars in France, often of noble lineage, were furthermore great
collectors of books and original manuscripts and the treasures they left behind were commonly sold
off by official booksellers. As mentioned earlier, the Baron Silvestre de Sacy was engaged in harsh
criticism of Klaproth, but he would also have been interested in his Oriental library.152 De Sacy died in
turn in 1838, at about the same time as Klaproth’s library was sold off; his own library was sold off in
1846. In de Sacy’s extensive library the Indian books and manuscripts, recorded in the second volume
of the printed catalogue of his library, there are no hints that lead to the Thesaurus.153

1872. Another still more crucial enigma is caused by an item found in a Catalogue of books and
manuscripts from various former owners on sale from Maisonneuve in 1872, obviously representing a
copy of the Dictionary. The identification reads:

Thesaurus linguæ Indianæ de latino per proprios caracteres conscriptæ, atque in altera ex adverso pag-
ina nostris caracteribus explicatæ, ad cujus latus ob majorem eorum, qui latinitatem nesciunt, commod-
itatem, vernacula Gallorum lingua omni[a] explicantur. Per F.F.M. Anno 1703, in-fol. cart. de 984 pp. (40
fr).154

There follows a remark:

Copie faite par Anquetil  du Perron d’un dictionnaire hindoustani manuscrit,  compos[é] par le R.P.
François Marie de Tours, missionaire capucin à Surate, qui existait à la bibliothèque de Propagande de
Rome.
Anquetil du Perron se proposait de publier ce livre et le manuscrit que nous annonçons doit être la
copie au net exécutée d’après la sienne, car il semble être préparé pour l’impression.155

151 As pointed out earlier the stamps for Bibliothèque Royale give 1849 – the year when the library was established
as Bibliothèque nationale – as a terminus ante quem when the Thesaurus was recorded as belonging to the library.
That Garcin de Tassy talks about the Bibliothèque du Roy does not rule out a possible use of a stamp of Biblio-
thèque Royale.

152 Antoine-Isaac Silvestre de Sacy (1758–1838), prominent scholar in Oriental, and particularly Arabic studies, pro-
fessor at Collège de France.

153 [Silvestre de Sacy] (T. 2, 1846). Under the heading of “Langues Indiennes” are scrupulously recorded the numbers
2926–2995 (1846:228–242).

154 [Maisonneuve] (1872). In translation: “Dictionary of Indian language from Latin written with its own letters in
the page on the other side explained through our letters, [they all] are explained with the domestic language of
the Frenchmen to the great benefit of those who do not know Latin. By FFM, in 1703, in fol. leaves pages 984. (40
francs).” The items are listed alphabetically, and Thesaurus is found on p. 204 item no. 2647, under T in “Section 6.
– Hindoustani, appelé aussi Hindoui, Urdû et Bhraj-Bakkha”. The reference was pointed out to me by Anna Pyt-
lowany.

155 In translation: “Copy made by Anquetil Duperron of a Hindustani dictionary in manuscript, composed by F.
François Marie du Tours, Capuchin missionary in Surat, which existed in the library of Propaganda in Rome. An -
quetil Duperron intended to publish this book and the manuscript that we are advertising should be a fair copy
produced after his own, since it seems to be prepared for printing.”
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According to the remark, this item might possibly be another copy of Anquetil Duperron’s copy
of the original, made by himself, seemingly different from his copy that still exists today as BN839 in
BnF.156 Either way, the comment on the presented MS raises a primary question as to whether An-
quetil Duperron truly produced a second neat copy for printing. This is expressed only as a sugges-
tion (doît) in the catalogue; would that really have been a necessary procedure before printing, or
could it in fact be the case that his main copy had gone astray for some period? This would of course
then require further inquiry also into the 19th century history of BN839. It is impossible to guess on
what grounds the item in the Maisonneuve catalogue would seem to be prepared for printing, which
could very well be an assessment of BN839.

An even bolder hypothesis could be suggested. Since the printed BnF catalogue by Cabaton (1912)
refers to the original MS BN840 as a copy of BN839 from the Anquetil fonds, it might be considered
whether it was potentially the original, which by the time of this auction found its way back from the
library of Klaproth to the Oriental Department of the BnF? This cannot be established, if it is even
possible, until the process of this item’s sale and its later whereabouts are made clear – or until an-
other copy happens to turn up somewhere in the future.

1873. At around the same date, in the 1870s, when there is such a tangible record of the The -
saurus in Paris as an item for sale in a catalogue, there is a modest mention of François Marie by
Rocco da Cesinale in Rome in the third volume of his extensive history of the Capuchin mission, pub-
lished in 1873. In a footnote, Paulinus a Bartholomæo’s work from 1792 is quoted on the Thesaurus
available in the CPF Archive – information that, as shown here, is rather outdated after a century. 157

At this point in time, the non-existence of François Marie’s Thesaurus was conveyed in historical
overviews as an established and unquestioned narrative.

Traces of the Thesaurus in the 20th century

Up until our present time, the Thesaurus has commonly been referred to as lost, if mentioned at all in
surveys of early linguistic material for Hindi. Scholars during the last century tackling the question
of early material for the Hindi/Urdu language from different points of view have not been informed
about the extensive contribution to early documentation of the language by François Marie de Tours.
For a long time, they have been quite unaware of the connection between certain manuscripts in
Rome and Paris, only relying on earlier records of the Thesaurus in the literature.

1912. Most records from the 20th century also presume that François Marie’s Thesaurus was lost,
even despite two MSS obviously existing at the BnF, according to the catalogue by Antoine Cabaton
(1912). The situation that Cabaton had to manage when cataloguing the two versions of the The-
saurus is indicated in his introduction, where he explains that he had collected information from ear-
lier catalogues and lists, and these were provisional.158 In the register he mentions the Fonds Anquetil
as the provenance of BN839, but he offers no similar indication for BN840.159

1916. G. A. Grierson, esteemed as the main authority to refer to when it came to Indian languages
thanks to his major Linguistic survey, holds much responsibility for spreading this lack of knowledge.

156 A major point of doubt concerns the range of pages, mentioned as 984. BN839 compasses altogether 909 expressly
numbered pages. In the original BN840 the number corresponds to 914 pages. However, added documents might
have been counted.

157 da Cesinale (T. 3, 1873:302). The same theory d’Anversa follows, when in passing he mentions François Marie in
his rather detailed account of the Capuchin missionary work in India (d’Anversa 1913:17).

158 This is confirmed by the survey of the inconsistent registers of Indian manuscripts by Petit (2015). J. Filliozat
(1941) has gathered his lists of manuscripts from earlier collections at the BnF. The Thesaurus is not mentioned
among the Indian manuscripts in their descriptions, nor their numbers as they are noted by Cabaton.

159 The surveys of Anquetil Duperron by Schwab (1924) and Kieffer (1983) are confined to present Thesaurus as
BN839 as shown above in the account of what happened to the Thesaurus after its copying by Anquetil Duperron.
They do not hint at any MS existing in the Archive of CPF at their time.
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He knows about François Marie and the Thesaurus, referring solely to Alphabetum Brammhanicum
from 1771, and recounts that he himself did not find the dictionary at the CPF in 1890. Grierson’s
statement remained predominant for scholars of linguistics and missionary history during the 20th
century.

According to Amaduzzi in his preface to Beligatti’s Alphabetum […], a Capuchin monk named Francis -
cus M. Turonensis completed at Surat, in the year 1704, a manuscript Lexicon Linguae Indostanicae, in
two parts of in between four and five hundred double-columned pages each. In Amaduzzi’s time it was
still preserved in the library of the Propaganda in Rome, but when I searched for it there in the year
1890 it could not be found.160

Grierson obviously did not think to cheque the stock of Oriental manuscripts at the BnF or the
catalogue by Cabaton, which had been recently published then.

Neither does Grierson appear to have even found the grammar by François Marie in CPF, which
surely must have existed there at the time. If he had so done, he would have noticed the title page,
which expressly, though incorrectly, describes a Thesaurus by François Marie. Moreover, the date for
the grammar in the Rome MS given as 1704 on its title page, should have made it possible for Grier -
son, if he had seen it, to judge this manuscript as containing “the first hindūstānī grammar”, some -
thing claimed that Ketelaars grammar had been, as it at that time was supposed to have been com -
posed around 1715.161

1952. In his scrupulous investigations on missionary activities in Tibet (1952–1956), Luciano Pe-
tech collected all possible information on François Marie as being one of the first Capuchin mission-
aries in Tibet between 1704 and 1709.162 Petech was aware of the original information about François
Marie as author of a Hindustani dictionary as well as also of a grammar as it was handed down by
certain sources. But their actual existence as manuscripts in archives was unknown to him and thus,
he claims that both works were lost. Concerning the request made by François Marie at his presenta -
tion of his works at the CPF in 1703 Petech concludes that

… la Congregazione si assumesse l'onere di far stampare una grammatica e due dizionari hindustani da
lui compilati; egli non riuscì nell'intento ed i suoi manoscritti rimasero nella Biblioteca di Propaganda,
dove esistevano ancora nel 1792; oggi se ne sono perdute le tracce.163

1963. The first scholar during the 20th century to have seen and rightly identified the Thesaurus
MSS at the BnF was Iftikhar Husain, who found one of them when registering Urdu manuscripts in
Paris in the early 1960s. The MS he saw piqued his interest so much that he appended a survey of its
contents to his catalogue, even though this was not necessary for his aims. The MS discussed was,
however, just the copy made by Anquetil Duperron, BN839. Husain’s publication remained unnoticed
until highlighted by R.S. McGregor in 2001. The significance of Husain’s contribution will be dis-
cussed in the following,  together with how McGregor identified the Thesaurus as a specimen of
“early ‘Hindi’ dictionaries”.

160 Grierson (1916:6). The same wording is found already on p. 19 in the article by Grierson (1903:16–25), which con-
cludes: “[…] but when I searched for it there some twelve years ago it could not be found.”

161 As mentioned above in connection with Garcin de Tassy’s statement from 1829 about Hindustani grammars,
Ketelaar’s  grammar was already well  known in the form it  was  printed in Latin translation by David Mill
(1743:455–601, Dissertatio XV, Miscellanea Orientalia) to which Grierson refers (1916:6).

162 Petech (1952–1953) contributed to the knowledge of François Marie as a person, as has been noted above in Sec -
tion 2 of this article. In Petech’s vol 2:1 the material accounted for is from the oldest period, from the 17th to the
beginning of the 18th century.

163 Petech (2:1, 1952–1953: XXXV) In translation: “[…] the Congregation should assume the task of printing one Hin-
dustani grammar and two dictionaries composed by him; he did not succeed in fulfilling his intention and his
manuscripts remained in the Propaganda’s library where they still existed in 1792; today the traces of them have
been lost.”
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1977. In the Dictionnaire d’histoire et de géographie ecclesiastiques the article on François Marie (in
Vol. 18, 1977) is written by Édouard René Hambye, Jesuit missionary and scholar of Christianity in
India. He is well informed, referring to authentic material accounted for by Luciano Petech and re-
ports mainly on François Marie’s mission to Tibet. In mentioning the Thesaurus – without any refer-
ence to a grammar – his only source of information is Paulinus a Bartholomæo and thus he declares
that the Thesaurus MS was last seen in 1792.164

1982. There is one scholar, Gita Dharampal (1982) who seems to be the sole one really to have in-
spected the two MSS of the Thesaurus at the BnF during the 20th century, pointing as she does to the
existence of both an original MS and a copy; indeed, she even identifies the true relation between the
two. In her 1982 publication on a manuscript by Tessier de Quérelay on the Malabar religion, Gita
Dharampal accounts for certain contemporary material and shows how Tessier de Quérelay refers to
François Marie de Tours as the Capuchin discussant when arguing with the Jesuits about the Hindu
rites.165 The references Tessier  de Quérelay  has made in his MS about François Marie’s linguistic
works were interesting enough for Dharampal to briefly comment upon, by quoting some letters of
intention by François Marie and stating that no publications of the mentioned dictionaries  and gram-
mar by him are to be found. In addition to her quotations and translations of sources she mentions
the two MSS of the Thesaurus at the BnF, even rightly referring to BN840 as the author’s original and
BN839 as the copy by Anquetil Duperron.166 She does not discuss the matter further, however, and
was thus seemingly unaware of the since long time established idea about the Thesaurus being lost.

1996. Paola Orsatti has examined il fondo Borgia in the Vatican library and reviewed the relation-
ship between Stefano Borgia and Anquetil Duperron, since some letters are preserved in the collec -
tion, referring to certain loans he got via Borgia.  The Thesaurus is identified as existent in the BnF by
Orsatti, in a footnote supported by Husain (1967), though deviating from Husain she rightly points to
“Indien 840” as being the original borrowed from Rome by Anquetil Duperron.167 Furthermore, de-
spite the existing resource in Rome, viz. the grammar with first title page presenting the Thesaurus at
the CPF, she is content with identifying this original Thesaurus in Paris through an inventory of the
Borgia fonds and Amadutius’ Alphabetum. Later, when discussing Indian manuscripts, Orsatti returns
to the Thesaurus and expresses that she finds the question about the MS in Paris a little difficult
(alquanto travagliata) but seems to identify it as the original at this point, classifying BN839 correctly
as Anquetil Duperron’s copy in a footnote (Orsatti 1996:176). Orsatti also notes that the MS, referring
to BN840, has a signature which she takes to originate from Rome, Indiano 1 (no remark that this is
in fact crossed out) together with the handwritten Hindost 25 which she judges to be a later note.168

Her suggestion is that the MS has made a second voyage after the one in 1783–1784 from Rome to
Anquetil Duperron in Paris, but this time with no return:  questo codice, forse in epoca Napoleonica,
prese nuovament la via di Parigi senza più tornare indietro. Orsatti is of course on to something here,
but the remaining difficulty cannot be resolved without knowledge of the Grammatica (together with
the original introduction to the Thesaurus) in the CPF Archive and its relation to the two MSS at the
BnF, as well as with help from the history of Napoleon.

2000. In his book on Indo-French relations from 2000, Lafont mentions the Thesaurus as a speci-
men of  early  interest  in  “modern” Indian languages in  a  chapter  entitled “The quest  for  Indian
manuscripts”, but he only states that the dictionary was deposited at the CPF in 1704. He also adds in
a footnote that “Indien No. 840” (sic) is a copy of the original made by Anquetil-Duperron and that

164 Hambye (1997:427) only mentions the Thesaurus as a first Capuchin contribution to Indian linguistics.
165 Tessier de Quéreley and the monograph on him by Dharampal is, together with a quotation, referred to above in

the passage on the intentions that François Marie had in his linguistic work.
166 Dharampal (1982:339–340). Husain’s Catalogue is not mentioned by her. For the sources she quotes, see above in

the chapter on François Marie himself on the intention of his linguistic endeavors.
167 Orsatti (1996:7–20). Orsatti hints at having got information from a librarian at the BnF.
168 These signa are accounted for above in connection with Klaproth, where the situation in 1826 is described.
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the original had been sent back to Rome.169 He does not appear to be aware of the existence of two
separate MSS in Paris, and he judges – without making use of Cabaton (1912) – the one he is in-
formed about to be the copy by Anquetil Duperron in Paris.170 He appears to also be unaware that the
Thesaurus is in fact missing in Rome. He follows, like so many others, but without reference, the old
report by Paulinus a Bartholomeo from 1792. Lafont’s information about the Thesaurus was still in-
adequate during his time in terms of the history of François Marie’s works and as demonstrated here
the story of the Thesaurus is far more complicated.

The same year, 2000, McGregor presented the Thesaurus – presumably from the Anquetil Duper-
ron copy at the BnF here too – through a close analysis of its contents and its import; this can be
judged as the real point at which the dictionary returned to the scholarly world, as will be further
straightened out below. But still, this presentation was only based on the copy made by Anquetil
Duperron, BnF839, which is quite clear from the illustrations in McGregor’s booklet.

Summary of the knowledge of François Marie’s works after 1815 and until 2000

Knowledge about François Marie as a linguistic scholar and his work faded away during the 18th and
19th centuries and in consequence very few traces are to be found in the scholarly literature of the
20th century. A general conclusion about the fate of the complete works by François Marie is that the
tangible  and  original  connection  between  his  grammar  and  dictionary,  even  though  each  was
recorded locally in Rom and Paris, has not been certified until now.

The records of the CPF Archive in Rome are unclear from the start in 1703, when François Marie
presented his work at the Holy See, claiming it contained both a grammar and a dictionary, and in
the times that followed, there are references to François Marie as author of a dictionary alone. As for
the grammar,  the  Vatican archival  registers  at  present  do not  reveal  any closer  insight  into the
François Marie MS that exists in their collection or about its real content. The archivists have not ob -
served that the MS a CPF is in fact a grammar and not a Thesaurus which is missing. Obviously so
they judged from only a glance at the title page(s) of the MS.

The testimony of Amadutius from 1771 gives a cursory account of the Thesaurus as existing in the
CPF Archive in Rome without dwelling on the grammatical parts and the separation most likely took
place when the entire main content of the Thesaurus was in the hands of Anquetil Duperron in Paris
in 1783–1784. Paulinus a Bartholomæo recorded the Thesaurus’ existence in Rome in 1792, looking at
it as a MS of its own. From that year, the history of the Thesaurus can only tentatively and to a lim-
ited extent be reconstructed.

The Thesaurus must have been involved in the transfer of the whole papal archive ordered by
Napoleon, in line with his plan to make Paris to the center of the world as well as for the church. The
archive was transported to Paris around 1810 and after the fall of Napoleon it was returned to Rome
in the 1814 and 1815. At that date it is most probable that the original MS remained in Paris, which
would be the reason for the presence of two MSS to-day at the BnF, the original together with the
copy made of Anquetil Duperron. However, the fate of the original is by no means clear after this and
during the 19th century, since for a time it even appears to have belonged to a private library. It re-
mains unclear when it then was returned to the Royal Library as it is stamped, but at a guess it hap-
pened at some point of time before the library was renamed as the National Library in the middle of
the century.

Even in times of global ambitions, the academic world has suffered from a compartmentalization
in many respects. François Marie’s grammar at the CPF Archive in Rome was not only unnoticed by

169 The Thesaurus is presented by Lafont (2000:92 and the footnote 22 is found on p. 109).
170 Lafont mentions the Thesaurus in passing as “an outstanding Hindustani dictionary” already in his introductory

chapter “India and the enlightenment” (p. 35, with a remark in footnote 42) as “Copy made for (sic) Anquetil-
Duperron in the Bibliothèque nationale”.
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the scholars in Paris, but they were also even unaware of its existence. Similarly in Rome, there was
no knowledge throughout these periods about the Thesaurus that had once been cut out from the
Rome MS, nor about the copy made by Anquetil Duperron. Such was the situation until the 21st cen-
tury.

3.3 The recovery of the original MS of the Thesaurus in the 21st century

In the present phase of the history of the Thesaurus, when the dictionary has become visible and ac -
cessible for research, it may be deemed to have been rediscovered, after having been mentioned in
scholarly literature as lost for more than a century. In a certain respect the rediscovery might be as-
cribed to McGregor since he highlighted its relevance by presenting its contents together with other
early dictionaries in a Gonda lecture 2000 (printed 2001), entitled “The formation of modern Hindi as
demonstrated in early ‘Hindi’ dictionaries”.171 He then dates his first acquaintance with the Thesaurus
to “some years ago”. McGregor seems to have found the trace to the copy in Paris through Garcin de
Tassy, in his Rudimens from 1829.

McGregor devotes eight pages to a close and very valuable survey of the original Thesaurus, not-
ing that it is the first ‘Hindi’ dictionary in Western style. He bases his description only on the Paris
BN839, which he, however, rightly states as the copy made by Anquetil Duperron. Regarding the
original he still only mentions that it was returned to Rome in 1784, and thus he is informed by An -
quetil Duperron’s own letter added also to the Thesaurus MS BN839 he studied in Paris. For the rest
he follows the prevalent statement at the time that the original had been lost. Despite referring to the
catalogue by Cabaton he seems to have quite overlooked the presence of the second and original MS,
BN840. He likely did so due to some technical reasons since it must surely have existed with that
signum at the BnF by his time. When McGregor mentions that Grierson did not find the original in
Rome in 1916, he also says that Grierson was probably unaware of the copy in Paris, made by An-
quetil Duperron.

But  McGregor might  share  the honour of  a “rediscovery” of  a similar kind with another  re -
searcher. There exists a source which he had used and refers to, but it has remained still less known,
likely because of its character. Back in 1963 the Pakistani scholar Iftikhar Husain provided a com-
mented conspectus of the Thesaurus in a publication.172 It was added as a kind of appendix to a rather
specialized kind of publication, a catalogue on Urdu, Panjabi, and Sindhi manuscripts he had sought
out in Paris. Husain’s catalogue was dedicated to Garcin de Tassy as a grand old man in the study of
Urdu. Husain seems to have made archival studies in place and he does not explicitly refer to any
mentions of the Thesaurus in earlier literature. He contributes his own remarks on what he entitles
as Urdu manuscripts in Paris. Among the 46 manuscripts from the BnF and Musée Guimet in his cat-
alogue, one is outstanding, not only by the fact that it is not written using the Arabic alphabet like all
other manuscripts in the register, but Husain also expands on the information relating to it.173 He
gives it special attention through a substantial informative account in an essay added to his catalogue
on “[t] he oldest dictionary of the Urdu language” (p. 27–34), which he inconsistently justifies by in-
terpreting the word in the title, ‘mogolana’, as this came as the Urdu language.174 Husain only used

171 The published version, Amsterdam 2001 (a booklet with 31 pages) is difficult to get hold of; my thanks to Paolo
Aranha for letting me share a pdf version.

172 Husain 1967. The items in the catalogue are separately recorded in English and in Urdu.
173 From the BnF Husain recorded the MSS numbered 816–873, omitting 840, 844, 858, 862–869, the reason being that

at least some of them were not written in Urdu (Hindustani according to Cabaton). From the collections of Musée
Guimet are recorded nos. 696, 698, 700 and 897, 989, 992. Cabaton registered the Arabic alphabet used for Urdu as
écriture persane while Devanāgarī is called écriture hindoustanie.

174 The appended survey in English in Husain’s catalogue (1967:27–35) contains translations of the letter by Anquetil
Duperron and of the documents in Italian and Latin from Rome at the end of the manuscripts, together with some
pages of translation of material about François Marie de Tours from Petech (1952–1953). It ends with a chronolog-
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BN839 and he does not mention BN840, even skipping that number in the sequence of numbered
“Urdu’ MSS, despite acknowledging the Cabaton catalogue.175 From the Anquetil Duperron copy of
the Thesaurus, Husain reviews all information the manuscript can provide by translating the docu-
ments added to this particular MS, that is including an English translation of the complete letter by
Anquetil Duperron. Like McGregor, Husain does not claim BN839 to be anything else than the copy
made by Anquetil Duperron.

These findings of the Thesaurus in Paris in and after the mid-20th century have not become very
widely known until the present day, and the general information on the MSS given by Husain and
McGregor on the history of the dictionary is insufficient. Their rediscovery with the interesting infor-
mation both gave of the content of the MS did not reach very far; there are even hints in more recent
literature that the dictionary has been totally lost.  Neither Husain nor McGregor has commented
upon the fact that there are two MSS of the Thesaurus at the BnF, and they have only studied BN839,
which they both have anyhow rightly judged to be Anquetil Duperron’s copy.

Moreover, like their predecessors and in all sources on the works of François Marie of a historical
nature, neither Husain nor McGregor connects to a grammar by the same author François Marie. His
grammar has generally been far less known during the entire period, not even being reported as lost,
and its presence at the CPF was not even spotted until the 21st century. Thus, both the knowledge
about the fate of the dictionary and its close connection with the grammar in Rome have not until
now been clarified and could finally be deemed as established.

The phases of the gradual recovery during the last decades, from the end of the 20th century has
led to the appreciative recognition of the work in Surat during the late 17th century by the mission-
ary Capuchin François Marie, his Hindustani dictionary and grammar. His work must be recognized
as a real treasure.  It is important for it to be freely available henceforth for research, be it linguistic,
historical or for exploring the interaction between different cultures as displayed in the works of a
missionary like François Marie. The recovery of the Thesaurus has now been recognized by the Bib-
liothèque nationale de France and both the MSS (BN840 and BN839) are searchably available on the
library’s homepage.

Finally, the story of the MSS of the dictionary and grammar of François Marie illustrates how
myths can arise through a mere lack of knowledge and information. Such is the case of the assertion
repeated over nearly two centuries that François Marie’s Thesaurus had been lost. Moreover, the re-
covery of something alleged to be lost quite often happens by chance.
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The manuscripts
Paris BN839
Thesaurus Linguæ Indianæ
Author: François-Marie de Tours 1704, copy by Anquetil Duperron 1784.
Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, La Division orientale du Département des manuscrits (earlier 
Département des Manuscrits Orientaux), Indien 839 (previously Indien 200).176

Paris BN840
Thesaurus Linguæ Indianæ
Author: François-Marie de Tours 1704.
Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, La Division orientale du Département des manuscrits (earlier 
Département des Manuscrits Orientaux), Indien 840 (previously Indien 201).177

Rome MS
Author: François-Marie de Tours 1703.
Rome, Archivio Storico, La Congregazione per l’Evangelizzazione dei Popoli, Il Pontificio Collegio 
Urbano de Propaganda Fide.

Rome MS:1
[Introduction to Thesaurus Linguæ Indianæ] pp. 303r-321v
Rome MS:2
Grammatica Linguæ Indianæ vulgaris sive Mogolanæ pp. 322r-398v
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